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THE IMPACT OF FAMILY FACTORS ON CRIME PREVENTERS AND NEIGH-
BOURHOOD WATCH IN UGANDA: INFRASTRUCTURE FOR PEACE AND 

YOUTH INCLUSION

Umar Kabanda (PhD)
Pan African University and University of Yaoundé II Soa

P.O Box 18 Soa Yaoundé Cameroon
kabandaumar97@gmail.com

Abstract

In Uganda, the study looked at the impact of family variables on crime prevention 
and neighbourhood watch. With r values of 0.043 and sig of 0.403, the findings 
show that there is an insignificant positive association between family variables 
and neighbourhood watch. With r values of 0.125 and sig of 0.015, the associa-
tion between family characteristics and crime preventer deployment exhibits a 
positive significant correlation. On the other hand, with r values of -.060 and sig 
0.244, there is a negative insignificant link between crime preventer deployment 
and neighbourhood watch. It was further discovered that before being deployed 
in communities as crime preventers, youngsters were not properly equipped with 
crime prevention abilities, according to the study. Second, care policy implementa-
tion is insufficient and this limits appropriate family function in the face of crime. 
More specifically, campaigning for neighbourhood collaboration was also decreasing 
watchfulness among crime preventers engagement for Ugandan peace and security. 
This necessitates addressing the highlighted shortcomings in the development of 
peaceful communities in the country. Based on the identified links between crime 
preventer deployment and neighbourhood watch, the study recommends that nei-
ther model should be used in the same place at the same time. Crime preventers 
should be deployed in less organized homesteads such as slums, while neighbour-
hood watch should be applied to structured stable neighbourhoods such as estates 
and rural communities.

Keywords: structural conditions, dispute, Central African Republic, conflict trap

Background

The Uganda Police Force (UPF) has chosen community policing as one of its primary 
strategies to enhance youth engagement in peace and security. The 1995 Uganda 
constitutional reforms, as evidenced in Article 212, reaffirm this responsibility to 
the police (d). It required police officers to collaborate with civilian authorities in 
the discharge of their tasks, and it is this study’s foundation for community polic-
ing. The practice of community policing arose from several philosophies that were 
viewed as reforms aimed at strengthening public-police interactions to promote 
peace in communities. In support of this claim, Hynes (2001) claims that Sir Robert 
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Peels, through the Peelian ideals of enhancing police-public relations, is the most 
notable proponent of community policing. Larabee (2007) outlined the concepts as 
follows: the police’s capacity to conduct their tasks is solely based on public support 
of police activities, Second, the police must always secure the public’s readiness 
to cooperate in the voluntary enforcement of the law. Third, the public’s willing-
ness to cooperate should dwindle proportionally to the need for physical force. 
The fourth claim made by a proponent of the police-public relations concepts was 
that officers should seek and maintain public favour not by pandering to popular 
opinion, but by consistently exhibiting total impartiality in their enforcement of 
the law. The formation of a police-public relationship, on the other hand, has had 
a minimal impact in terms of contributing to peace in the community.

In some studies, researchers tried to figure out how community policing may help 
communities achieve peace. Aropet (2012) found that community policing could 
help Uganda implement a more effective top-down crime prevention strategy. 
The bottom-up approach to discussing this concept was never addressed by the 
researcher. Otika (2014), on the other hand, investigated the issues of community 
policing in Uganda’s urban districts. The findings of the study were restricted in 
their ability to explain how to involve young people in local communities for peace 
and security.

In response, this study identifies community policing as the primary infrastructure 
for achieving young people involvement and peace participation in Uganda. In an-
other sense, the study indicates how neighbourhood participation in surveillance 
activities might help to promote peace in Ugandan villages. While the study defines 
community policing as an ideology, processes, and mutual support between the 
police and the public, the youth are the primary actors in the process. They are 
supposed to contribute to preventing potential crime, controlling offenders, and 
helping victims of crime across a community by using this method. This enhanced 
infrastructure for youth inclusion is also seen as a proactive and bottom-up method 
to complement Uganda’s reactive and top-down approach to a crime-free society.

In summary, the advancement in the suggested infrastructure demonstrates how 
family circumstances may impact most young people who are deployed as crime 
preventers. Similarly, the study shows how the practice of neighbourhood monitor-
ing could help Ugandan neighbourhoods become more peaceful. On the same point, 
it is also highlighted how good regulation of family dynamics might improve the 
interaction of young persons deployed as crime preventers in communities. Finally, 
better family collaboration at the village level through neighbourhood watch and 
youth activities as crime deterrents is also explained.

The problem’s context

There are limited routes in Uganda that foster collaboration between families, 
young people deployed as crime-prevention agents, and household interactions. As 
a result, the hurt and destruction caused by crime has devolved into family hard-
ship in various communities. The pain has continued to present itself in the form of 
emotional anguish, conflict, and property loss, as seen by civilian attacks on police 
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and state property around the country during rallies. While both the deployment of 
youth as crime preventers and the creation of neighbourhood models were met with 
a passive attitude in Uganda, it came to seeking viable solutions to the increase 
in crime and its mitigation. However, there is an increase in public apathy toward 
policing which displays itself in mob violence, kidnappings, and death of innocent 
Ugandans by unknown assailants.

On the one hand, the impact of family variables on family members’ decisions to 
support deployed crime preventers is understudied, while the extent to which this 
limits their family members’ participation in Ugandan neighbourhood watch is un-
known. Similarly, the lacking explanations of family elements and crime preventers 
as an infrastructure for youth engagement in police work remain a mystery. This, 
according to the findings if understood, can suggest avenues of family interaction 
across villages, as well as increased crime perpetuator traceability through greater 
police-community engagements.

The study’s main goal and questions

This study looked at the impact of family characteristics on crime preventers and 
neighbourhood watch in Uganda to better understand how infrastructure for peace 
and youth participation might be established. The study looks at how family char-
acteristics interact with crime-prevention strategies to generate effective neigh-
bourhood watch in Uganda. As a result, the study set out to answer the following 
research topics. 

• What elements inside a family might impact a family’s active engagement in 
Ugandan neighbourhood watch?

• In Uganda, how do crime preventers interact with family variables to prevent 
crime?

• What are the approaches to neighbourhood watch engagement in Uganda that 
might encourage more effective crime-prevention interaction?

Theoretical frameworks.

The study uses three theories: the first is the family systems theory, which de-
scribes how family’s function, and the second is the strain theory, which explains 
how youth engagement in crime management begins. Finally, as seen below, the 
structural-functionalist theory elaborates on the interplay of neighbourhoods 
against crime in localities.

Murray Bowen’s Family Systems Theory was published in 1974.

Marry Bowen is the principal proponent of this hypothesis (1966). The first tenet of 
the theory is that a family is made up of interconnected pieces and structures that 
act in a hierarchical sequence. These elements are claimed to be the family mem-
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bers in this study when it comes to the elements of a system at the family level.

The second tenant builds on the family systems theory by asserting that the family 
has borders that range from open to closed on a continuum. This tenant asserts 
that every system has mechanisms for including and excluding parts, ensuring that 
the distinction between those who are part of the system and those who are not is 
evident to everybody. It is at this level in the idea that the Ugandan Police Force’s 
crime preventers are unable to impact family function since it is not part of the 
continuum. This also limits the crime preventer’s opportunities to contact with 
families if they refuse to open.

This theory’s strength comes from its capacity to describe the dynamic structural 
make-up and function of family members as the state’s basic unit. It also adds to 
our understanding of how family factors interact among family members. However, 
the theory does not go into detail on how criminal behaviour or incriminated brains 
grow among family members. This could be due to internal or external forces in-
fluencing a family member. Cultural norms and beliefs, education, family income, 
and family size are examples of internal influences. The strain theory substantiates 
the external reasons, and it also explains the entry point into the family circles of 
Ugandan youth deployed as crime preventers.

Theory of Strain (Robert K. Merton 1938)

Robert Strain established both a sociology and a criminology philosophy (1938). 
Individuals are subjected to pressures in society that are expected to be met by 
adhering to socially approved goals, according to the notion. Some of which they 
are unable to accomplish due to a lack of resources. This is proven as the primary 
cause of the stresses that eventually lead to family members transitioning from 
non-criminals to criminals across society, according to the idea.

The theory’s first premise states that the source of the stress could be structural 
in character, referring to societal and non-family factors. The family members’ 
perceptions of their requirements in comparison to others in the same society are 
influenced by the culture’s value system. In the study’s other setting, family el-
ements such as cultural norms and values, education, and religion are suggested 
to offer a stereo type that may affect family members’ involvement in anti-crime 
operations. This is also predicted to alter family members’ perceptions of means 
and possibilities in society, which may or may not be unlawful. This is referred to 
as an objective strain in the theory of criminality.

The theory’s second tenet asserts that family members become criminalized be-
cause of stresses generated by an individual defying society’s value. This encoun-
ter is depicted in the idea as one that could produce frictions and aches, leading 
to criminal behaviour. Individuals searching for solutions to meet their personal 
demands may face discomfort caused by factors such as family income and neigh-
bourhood type. In the context of this study, if a society’s goal becomes vital to a 
family member, it may become more important than the methods used to attain 
it as prescribed by society. As a result, members are more vulnerable to criminal 
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activity and are less likely to support anti-crime programs. This is referred to as the 
subjective strains to criminalization of family members in the theory.

The strain theory’s strength is that it explains why criminal thoughts emerge among 
family members because of life stressors both within the family and outside of it. 
This provides an access point for deployed crime preventors to cooperate with fam-
ilies to reduce the strains that family members are experiencing through aware-
ness. However, the argument fails to explain how a family’s shared responsibility 
with others might result in community safety. The structural-functionalist theory 
fills in the blanks to complete the theoretical framework of this investigation, as 
shown below.

The Structural-Functionalist Theory is a theory that focuses on the structure 
and function of a system (Emile Durkheim 1858-1917)

Emile Durkheim is the proponent of the Structural-Functionalist theory. The struc-
tural functionalist theory’s fundamental tenet asserts that human society is like 
an organism made up of structures known as social institutions. The family is the 
social institution examined in this study. The theory’s second tenet is that such 
a social institution is built in such a way that it can execute various functions on 
behalf of society through an interconnected process with others. This emphasizes 
the importance of each family in preventing crime in Uganda.

The primary strength of this theory is that it explains how human perception is 
structured in the society. It also discusses the importance of each social institu-
tion in ensuring the survival of the community. The philosophy also supports the 
interconnectedness and interdependence of society’s organs. The idea explains 
the interconnectedness and interdependence of one family with others in the face 
of societal crime in the context of this study. Police communications, advancing a 
shared design of community safety needs, families attending periodic meetings or-
ganized by police, and finally, increasing households’ engagement in the regulation 
of the repercussions of crime on victims are all predicted to improve because of this 
interaction. The combination of theories offers a theoretical foundation for a youth 
inclusion in peace infrastructure in Ugandan communities.

The study’s methodology

A descriptive and analytical research design was used in this study. It also discov-
ered links between family variables, neighbourhood watch, and the implementation 
of crime-prevention devices. The Krejcie and Morgan (1970) standard approach was 
used to determine the population sample size. This implies that a sample size of 384 
from any population between 75,001 and 1000,000 is adopted. Similarly, using the 
simple random sampling technique, self-administered questionnaires were utilized 
to obtain data from the sample. The data collected from the variables of family 
factors, crime preventers, and neighbourhood watch was then examined using the 
SPSS tool to evaluate Pearson Product Moment Correlation Co-efficient values. In 
addition, the study’s hypotheses were tested using a basic linear regression. The 
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table below shows more information on the percentage and specific households 
chosen in the study from each area in Uganda.

Table 1: Proportion of the Study Area

Representing National Survey of Ratio of  
Selected

Cultural Region District Household Estimates Household House-
holds

Buganda Region Kampala 416,070 53 202

Busoga Region Jinja 105,463 13 51

Karamoja

Region Kotido 26,170 3 13

Bunyoro Region Hoima 125,554 16 61

Kigezi Region Kabale 117,854 15 57

Total 791,111 100.00 384

Uganda Bureau of Statistics 2016, the National Population and Housing Census 2014 
– Main Report, Kampala, Uganda

Findings

This section summarizes the study’s field findings and discusses how family issues 
may influence the use of youth as crime deterrents. The research also suggests 
methods for promoting neighbourhood watch in Uganda. The demographics of the 
respondents were documented more thoroughly throughout the research, as shown 
below.

Respondents’ Social Demographics

The study reflects on the socio demographic features of the respondents, which 
were gathered using questionnaires. The following are the familial traits that were 
investigated in the study.
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Diagram 1. The Respondents’ Ages

Source: Primary data, 2018

According to the numbers above, 41.9 percent of Ugandan household heads are be-
tween the ages of 29 and 39, while more than a quarter (27.6%) are youth between 
the ages of 18 and 28, slightly less than a quarter (22.7%) are between the ages of 
40 and 49, and 7.8% are aged 50 and above. 

The age demographics given in this survey show that most Ugandan households have 
heads who are between the ages of 18 and 39. Most of them lack enough expertise 
in regulating, controlling, observing, monitoring, patrolling, and supervising family 
members against crime at home at this age. The implication of this deficiency is 
that proper nurturing of family members is limited to prevent their members from 
engaging in illegal actions.

Diagram 2. Gender of the Participants in the Study

Source: Primary data, 2018
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Male respondents accounted for 57.3 percent of the total, while female respond-
ents accounted for 42.7 percent. According to the study, even though the trend of 
males being the heads of families has existed for decades, there is a generational 
transfer in family leadership in Uganda, with more single moms taking the lead. 
This necessitates novel interventions aimed at parenting education for mothers, 
who also serve as fathers to their children in their respective households.

Diagram 3: Education Level of Respondents

Source: Primary data, 2018

According to the numbers above, 50.5 percent of respondents had received at least 
some degree of secondary education, 19 percent had received primary education, 
and those with higher education and those with none had nearly the same number 
of respondents (15.4% and 15.1 percent, respectively). 

This statistical difference in the findings indicates that the family heads in Uganda 
have completed secondary school. This means that if community policing efforts 
are communicated in English, the official language, most Ugandans can readily 
read, write, understand, and support them.

Diagram 4: Cultural Affiliation of Respondents in the Study

Source: Primary data, 2018
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The sample size was determined using only five cultural regions in the studied 
areas. Buganda being the most affected by modernization, Bunyoro being more 
transformed recently due to oil exploration, Busoga region being more affected by 
large agricultural plantations, Bakiga (Kigezi region) for being a cross border region 
with open boarders due to EAC integration, and finally the Karamoja region being 
a nomadic pastoralists area motivated the selection of these regions and districts. 
The goal of the study was to determine the indirect impact of these facts on the 
family and to explain community variety to better understand family function and 
the role of adolescents deployed as crime preventers in Uganda.

Diagram 5. A family’s total number of members

Source: Primary data, 2018

According to the data, more than a third of respondents (44%) had more than six to 
ten people in their homes. Families with less than six but more than three people 
accounted for 24.5 percent, while those with less than two members accounted for 
over 25.3 percent. Families with more than ten members accounted for a modest 
share of exactly 3.3 percent. 

According to the findings, a third of Ugandan families have between 6 and 10 family 
members, indicating that Ugandan households are slightly larger. This also implies 
that some family members may not receive the necessary attention to prevent 
them from becoming involved in criminal activity. Smaller families, on the other 
hand, may always have family heads available to each family member.
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Diagram 6. The study’s families were of various types.

Source: Primary data, 2018

In the poll, 56 percent of household heads were married, followed by 39.1 percent 
who said they were single, 3.1 percent who said they were orphaned, and 1.8 
percent who said they were child headed.

This statistical variation in the survey shows that married couples make up more 
than half of Ugandan families. Many families have been discovered to have an 
informal marriage, in which the couple decides to stay together by cohabiting. 
As a result, promoting weddings in the country for committed partnerships and 
companionship remains a necessary for effective community family function.

Diagram 7. The respondents’ parenting styles are as follows:

Source: Primary data, 2018
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The table and bar graph show that most family heads use an indulgent parenting 
style (51.8%), 42.2 percent use an authoritarian parenting style (42.2%), and 6% use 
an uninvolved parenting style. Most heads of families in this study used an indulgent 
parenting style, as seen by the above statistical variations.

As a result of the study’s findings, it appears that the indulgent parenting style 
allows family members to exert influence over various parts of their lives. As a 
result, citizens’ moral roles and responsibilities in the fight against crime in their 
communities are strengthened.

In Uganda, family factors and neighbourhood vigilance are important.

The goal of the study was to see how family characteristics influenced family 
members’ willingness to participate actively in neighbourhood watch initiatives 
in Uganda. Family income, cultural norms, and education, as well as family size, 
neighbourhood type, and religion, were chosen as measurement indicators in this 
study. The respondents’ impressions and percentages of the characteristics eval-
uated from the data were measured using a Likert scale with ratings of 1- Never, 
2- Rarely, 3-Sometimes, 4- Often, and 5- Very Often. The part also shows the ef-
fectiveness of Person product moment correlation and the results of basic linear 
regression in a different approach.

Table 1. Percentages of family variables that influence neighbourhood watch 
involvement

Factors Never Rarely Sometimes Often Very often Mean S.D

1 Cultural norms
262(68.2%) 51(13.3%) 50(13%) 10(2.6%) 11(2.9%) 1.59 1.003

2 Religion
294(76.6%) 20(5.2%) 42(10.9%) 14(3.6%) 1.53 1.062

14(3.6%)

3 Family size
129(33.6%) 28(7.3%) 159(41.4%) 51(13.3%) 17(4.4%) 2.48 1.207

4 Income flow 91(23.7%) 25(6.5%) 117(30.5%) 47(12.2%) 2.98 1.333

5 Education 
level.

148(38.5%) 58(15.1%) 79(20.6%) 63(16.4%) 36(9.4%) 2.43 1.383

6 Type   of

90(23.4%) 41(10.7%) 108(28.1%) 89(23.2%) 56(14.6%) 2.95 1.364
neighbour-
hoods

Average 2.32 1.22

Source: Primary data, 2018
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The respondents were asked to rate how much the given statement, as a factor 
within a family, would impact their family members’ active engagement in Ugan-
dan neighbourhood watch. With a mean of 2.98, 2.95, 2.48 and standard deviations 
of 1.333, 1.364, and 1.207, most respondents reported that income flow, type of 
neighbourhood, and family size occasionally impacted their engagement in com-
munity policing. This means that these are the primary family characteristics to 
consider in activities developed for family participation in community vigilance to 
improve family engagement in neighbourhood watch.

With a mean of 2.43 and a standard deviation of 1.383 above the normal mean of 
2.32 and deviation of 1.22, education level stood out as another factor within the 
family that impacted family active engagement in neighbourhood watch. The fam-
ily’s religion and cultural norms and values, on the other hand, were not found to 
be factors of active engagement in neighbourhood watch by the family. Education, 
cultural norms, and values do not appear to influence family members’ engagement 
in neighbourhood watch on a national level. However, their importance varies by 
location in the country, and they provide other means to engage families, such as in 
pastoral civilizations where traditional norms and values are still important.

Table 2. Correlations between family variables and neighbourhood watch in-
volvement

Family Factors Neighbourhood Watch

Approaches

Family Factors. Pearson Corre-
lation 1 .043

Sig. (2-tailed) .403*

N 384 384

Neighbourhood  
Watch

Pearson Corre-
lation .043 1

Approaches
Sig. (2-tailed) .403

N 384 384

* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

Source: Primary data, 2018
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According to the findings, a modest positive correlation with a statistically insig-
nificant association exists between family factors impacting neighbourhood watch 
in Uganda, with a correlation coefficient of r=0.043 and sig=0.403. However, the 
found relationship relationship’s direction is favourable. This suggests that while 
family variables and neighbourhood watch involvement are favourably associated, 
the relationship has a negligible impact on one another. This also means that, in 
the process of avoiding crime and promoting peace in communities, both factors 
tend to rise in tandem.

Diagram 8. With the family and neighbourhood watch approaches, a simple 
linear regression of components is used.

Source: Primary data, 2018

The graph’s distribution of dots is depicted in the picture above, which statistically 
represents the SPSS linear value reading of R2 at 0.002. According to the findings 
of the study, Neighbourhood watch approaches account for 0.2 percent of the di-
versity in factors with the family. This percentage was calculated by converting the 
R2 values to percentages for the study to show the degree of influence of family 
characteristics on neighbourhood watch.

In conclusion, the association and influence are approximately present and this ne-
cessitates the right execution of government care policies aimed at strengthening 
family life and function for Uganda’s neighbourhood watch to be effective.

In Uganda, crime preventers interaction with family variables.

The study attempted to explore from families the many aspects that determine 
crime preventers’ contact to describe how the youth deployed as crime preven-
ters interact with family dynamics in Uganda. In this regard, the indicators used 
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to quantify interaction in this study were crime preventer trust, crime preventer 
corruption, crime preventer arrests, help to crime victims, joint anti-crime activity 
development, and crime preventer skill sharing.

The respondents’ impressions were measured using a Likert scale with ratings of 
1- Never, 2- Rarely, 3- Sometimes, 4-Often, and 5- Very Often. As a result, the 
viewpoints are expressed as percentages based on values derived from the collect-
ed data. The study also highlights the tests of Person product moment correlation 
efficiency and a simple linear regression that were utilized to present the test of 
hypothesis for this purpose in this study in this section.

Table 3. Interaction of crime preventers with familial characteristics in per-
centages

Crime preventers Never Rarely Some-
times Often Very 

often Mean S.D

1 Lack of trust for 
crime preventers 69 (18%) 63(16.4%) 133(34.6%) 85(22.1%) 34(8.9%) 2.88 1.203

2

Numerous  
extortions made 
by
crime preventers

39(10.2%) 48(12.5%) 90(23.4%) 141(36.7%) 66(17.2%) 3.38 1.201

3

Inappropriate  
arrest of  
offenders  by 
crime preventers

93(24.2%) 44(11.5%) 141(36.7
%) 61(15.9%) 45(11.7%) 2.79 1.293

4

Inadequate 
assistance to 
crime victims
by crime 
preventers

42(10.9%) 35(9.1%) 230(59.9
%) 65(16.9%) 12(3.1%) 2.92 .905

5

Lack  of  a  
shared
development by 
crime preventers

80(20.8%) 121(31.5
%)

108(28.1
%) 58(15.1%) 17(4.4%) 2.51 1.112

6 Poor  anti-crime
preventers 174(45.3%) 70(18.2%) 82(21.4%) 35(9.1%) 23(6%) 2.12 1.249

Average 2.76 0.96

Source: Primary data, 2018

According to the data, youth who are always deployed as crime preventers are 
frequently corrupt in all their dealings with families at the community level. The 
survey also indicated that crime preventers occasionally offer aid to victims of 
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crime in their community, and that there is an occasional lack of faith in the work 
of crime preventers. This discovery reduces the opportunities for deployed youth 
to improve their crime-prevention skills through reciprocal interaction in the com-
munities where they are stationed. This is best demonstrated by a mean of 3.38, 
2.92, and 2.88, respectively, with standard deviations of 1.201, 0.905, and 1.203.

Most respondents stated that their family shields their loved one from deployed 
crime preventers who act as crime deterrents on occasion of crime. This was stated 
as being linked to the arrests of offenders who commit crimes in their community. 
Similarly, most respondents agreed that fostering a shared growth of anti-crime 
efforts by youth deployed as crime presenters in communities occurs on occasion. 
They stated, however, that the crime preventers who were frequently deployed 
were never sufficiently trained in assisting their family in overcoming a crime in 
the villages, as evidenced by a mean of 2.79, 2.51, and 2.12, respectively, with a 
standard deviation of 1.293, 1.112, and 1.249.

In general, the study’s findings indicate that to provide complete support to though 
who were deployed as crime preventers by their families, the rate of corruption 
in their transactions must be reduced. Beyond capturing offenders, the youth de-
ployed in assisting victims must do more, as well as increase the level of skilling for 
both families in the process of ensuring peace in Uganda neighbourhoods.

Table 12. In Uganda, there is a link between crime preventors deployment and 
and family function.

Family Factors Crime preventers’

interaction

Family Factors. Pearson Correlation 1 .125

Sig. (2-tailed) .015*

N 384 384

Crime preven-
ters’ Pearson Correlation .125* 1

interaction
Sig. (2-tailed) .015

N 384 384

*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

Source: Primary data, 2018
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The correlation coefficient of r=0.125, sig=0.015, based on the findings, indicates 
that there is a statistically significant but weak positive link between factors re-
lated to family and crime preventers in Uganda. The association is positive, which 
suggests that factors connected to family and crime prevention were shown to be 
favourably correlated in this study. This implies that these variables tend to rise in 
lockstep. In Uganda, the degree or intensity of the relationship between variables 
and family and youth deployed as crime preventers is approximately non-existent. 
As a result, the effective regulation of family elements remains a major determi-
nant in grassroots peace for youth deployed as crime preventers effectiveness.

Diagram 9. Family characteristics and crime preventers: a simple linear regression

Source: Primary data, 2018

The distribution of dots in the graph with an R2 linear value of 0.016 indicates a 1.6 
percent influence between the variables analysed, as seen in the diagram above. 
This indicates that the deployment of crime preventers accounts for a variety of 
family circumstances, according to the study. As a result, the conclusion implies 
that family factors do influence adolescents deployed as crime preventers to a less-
er extent, and because of this positive influence, the linked hypothesis is preserved 
in this study.

Deployed neighbourhood watch and crime-preventer teams.

In addition, the study investigated neighbourhood watch and how it could improve 
the effectiveness of deployed crime-prevention officers in Uganda. Peer-to-peer 
sensitization of neighbourhoods to take responsibility for their own safety, intelli-
gence gathering for police by neighbourhoods, improving the reporting mechanism 
of neighbourhoods’ criminal suspicions, shared design of community safety needs 
between police and neighbourhoods, periodic meetings on the purpose of neigh-
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bourhood watch among neighbourhoods, and mitigation of possible crime impacts 
by neighbourhoods were among the approaches investigated.

The respondents’ impressions and percentages of the characteristics evaluated 
from the data were measured using a Likert scale with ratings of 1- Never, 2- Rare-
ly, 3- Sometimes, 4- Often, and 5- Very Often. On the same note, the efficiency 
reading of the neighbourhood watch engagement approaches and crime preventers’ 
contact was done using the Person product moment correlation method. This com-
ponent of the study also includes a basic linear regression to assess the hypothesis 
of this objective.

Table 13. Deployed neighbourhood watch and crime deterrents.

1
Mutual neigh-
bourhood watch 
approaches

Never Rarely Some-
times Often Very often Mean S.D

2

Peer  to  peer  
sensitization  to  take  
responsibility
among households’ 
safety

21(5.5%) 15(3.9%) 67(17.4%) 88(22.9%) 193(50.3%) 4.09 1.150

3
Intelligence gathering 
for police by neigh-
bourhoods

9(2.3%) 43(11.2%) 95(24.7%) 118(30.7%) 119(31%) 3.77 1.080

4

Improving the 
Reporting mechanism 
of neighbourhoods’ 
crime suspicions

8(2.1%) 18(4.7%) 60(15.6%) 80(20.8%) 218(56.8%) 4.26 1.018

5

Shared design of 
community safety 
needs between
police and neighbour-
hoods

38(9.9%) 66(17.2%) 94(24.5%) 71(18.5%) 115(29.9%) 3.41 1.336

6

Periodic meetings 
on the purpose of 
neighbourhood
watch among 
neighbourhoods

26(6.8%) 25(6.5%) 102(26.6%) 90(23.4%) 141(36.7%) 3.77 1.205

7
Mitigation  of  possible   
impacts   of   crime  by
neighbourhoods

26(6.8%) 64(16.7%) 94(24.5%) 98(25.5%) 102(26.6%) 3.48 1.235

Average 3.79 1.17

Source: Primary data, 2018

According to the table above, most respondents believe that police officers’ fast 
feedback systems to crime-stricken neighbourhoods can help families and police 
form strong bonds. A high mean of 4.26 and 4.09, as well as a standard deviation 
of 1.018 and 1.150, respectively, were revealed as approaches that can promote 
involvement with families in a community.
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It was also shown that family members may often notice possible criminality if the 
police respond fast to occurrences reported from neighbourhoods. Furthermore, 
monthly meetings with the neighbourhood police, as indicated by the same mean 
of 3.77 and standard deviations of 1.080 and 1.205, may increase a family’s involve-
ment in community policing.

The study’s findings also show that regulating crime’s repercussions through neigh-
bourhood watch can promote family engagement in neighbourhood watch. More 
findings demonstrate that collaborating with neighbours to create my neighbour-
hood’s community safety needs can enhance family members’ desire to participate 
in neighbourhood watch. This is demonstrated by a mean of 3.48 and 3.41, respec-
tively, with standard deviations of 1.235 and 1.336.

Furthermore, the findings of the study show that promoting feedback on crime 
cases and sensitization are key factors in ensuring the proper functioning of neigh-
bourhood watch, as well as regular meetings, shared design of community safety 
needs, and family participation, all of which can improve the chances of youth 
collaborating with their homes to prevent crime in their communities.

Table 13. Neighbourhood watch and crime prevention.

Neighbourhood Crime  
preventers’

Watch Approach-
es interaction

Neighbourhood Watch Pearson Correlation 1 -.060

Approaches
Sig. (2-tailed) .244*

N 384 384

Crime preven-
ters’ Pearson Correlation -.060 1

interaction
Sig. (2-tailed) .244

N 384 384

*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

Source: Primary data, 2018
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The correlation coefficient of r=.-0.060, sig=0.244 suggests a negative weak sta-
tistically insignificant link between Neighbourhood watch and crime preventer 
deployment, based on the results in the table above. The study’s findings show that 
the association is negative, implying that the interaction between neighbourhood 
watch and crime prevention is unrelated, and hence the variables tend to drop 
simultaneously. The association’s magnitude or strength is essentially non-existent. 
According to the study, the function of neighbourhoods is not a determinant for 
the youth deployed as crime preventers, even though it is crucial in fostering com-
munity engagement. In this study, families in the process of ensuring community 
safety argued for the development of trust among themselves as neighbourhoods. 
The use of youth in crime prevention disrupts trust, and they form coalitions with 
neighbourhoods to fight crime. This is shown as a characteristic that limits their 
power in areas where neighbourhood watch is possible. They are not expected to 
be utilized in this regard.

Diagram 10. Crime preventer and Neighbourhood watch have a simple linear 
regression.

Source: Primary data, 2018

According to the distribution of the dots in the graph with an R2 linear value of 
0.004, this suggests that neighbourhood watch approaches account for 0.4 percent 
of the variation in crime preventers’ interaction. The correlation and linear test 
results reveal a negative and extremely negligible influence, respectively, hence 
this study’s hypothesis for this objective is rejected.
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Discussion

This section explains the findings and the study external validity. The section looks 
at how Uganda can build an infrastructure for peace and youth inclusion. The sec-
tion is presented in accordance with the study’s overarching objectives.

Factors affecting the family and neighbourhood surveillance

The outcomes of the study confirm Goodey’s (2000) theory that the family has a vi-
tal role to play in the implementation of community policing. Families’ variables do 
impact youth activity as deployed crime preventers when it comes to constructing 
a peace infrastructure. On the same theme, Zaubermann (2000) adds that family 
members, particularly females who mostly stay at home, can watch and report cas-
es of murder, robbery, defilement, rape, gambling, and drugs to crime preventers. 
Despite the various dynamics of family elements, the study finds that proper par-
ticipation of family members contributes to information collection against crime 
in communities. Because most of the Uganda’s population is between the ages of 
29 and 39, the youth must learn more societal values on how a family should work 
across the country. As a result, Hirschi (1969) demonstrate that how individuals 
build social control crime as part of the family function advances family factors and 
neighbourhood watch. Furthermore, Baumrind (1991) extends the social control 
theory by proposing additional societal metrics that would serve as a guidance for 
younger couples on how to leave as parents if they are found with children.

According to the findings in the study, moral development and family values forma-
tion among Uganda’s youth can be achieved by upholding socially established moral 
norms against crime in Ugandan communities. This is an internal family component 
that influences the feasibility of neighbourhood crime watching. An external factor 
is also advanced in this study as another driver of family involvement in crime 
prevention and desire of households to participate in neighbourhood watching. To 
elaborate, Ekblom and Pease (1995) state that the type of neighbourhood is one of 
the most significant external influences on a family. This influence can be linked 
to parental affection, cohesion, and engagement, as well as parental judgment of 
what is and is not illegal. On the other hand, Forrester, D. (1990), cites a lack of 
effective guidance among families in crime-affected neighbourhoods as a major 
element in the incrimination of its members. As a result, Kennedy (2009) notes that 
the complexity of challenges that are non-existent in preventing a more recipro-
cal engagement between youth as crime preventers and family heads in adjacent 
neighbourhoods needs to be reduced.

Mastrofski (1988) argues that community intervention control methods are restrict-
ed in their ability to successfully engage youth in any neighbourhood watch pro-
grams. Aside from surveillance as a youthful engagement activity from one family 
over another’s property, there is inadequate promotion of anti-crime awakening 
initiatives among family members to increase their curiosity about asking strangers 
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questions. If these are supported, the youth deployed as crime preventers will have 
a way to contribute to the reduction of the threat to Uganda’s peace by providing 
the required information. The study reveals that while developing programs to 
involve Ugandan youth in neighbourhood watch practices for peace, income flow, 
neighbourhood type, and family size of the families should all be considered as a 
focus for activity generation.

Other family factors investigated in Uganda, such as religion, cultural norms and 
values, and low levels of education, never had a significant impact on neighbour-
hood practices. These are, nevertheless, extremely important in societies that are 
heavily influenced by cultural standards, such as the Karamojong people of Uganda. 
The findings suggest that this group migrates to ‘manyatta,’ which are communal 
communities of built huts gathered in one location. Aside from the agreement, 
indigenous people have a stronger faith in traditional leaders than in the mod-
ern legal system when it comes to crime prevention. As a result, in such regions, 
culture norms and values should be given top priority while constructing a youth 
infrastructure to ensure the safety of all residents.

Youth as deterrents to crime and family factors.

It was shown that there is a good association between crime preventers and fam-
ily factors. However, it was determined that most of the interactions with local 
families by the teenagers sent as crime preventers were corrupt. The acceptance 
of youth in communities as crime preventers, on the other hand, needs them to 
avoid extortion from criminals and victims. This is regarded as one of the most 
important elements that may limit their family members acceptance when sent for 
crime prevention in Uganda. According to Kingi (2011), such trust would encourage 
a systematic integration of family members and crime preventers. Braithwaite 
(1989) found that national policing initiatives and home interactions would lead to 
successful police and public trust because of the findings.

The diversified nature of youth deployments is said to be significantly tied to the 
varied cultural situations in which crime preventers work. This necessitates a re-
ality check of each community’s needs, where teenagers are deployed as crime 
preventers to provide unique peace and security activities that may differ from 
one community to the next. To substantiate this, the cultural realities of Uganda’s 
north-eastern region are nomadic, necessitating a different deployment of youth 
than in urban settlements or farming villages.

Nellis, (2000) explains the importance of cultural relativism by stating that its re-
jection can raise the dissatisfaction of youth deployed as crime preventers. In this 
sense, being informed of the working culture of the people in areas where they are 
deployed would help to increase public support in places like Karamoja, Uganda. 
More research confirms that for adolescents to be successful as crime preventers, 
they must have the trust of their families, and that good training will improve their 
abilities to assist victims.
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Crime-prevention tools include neighbourhood watch engagement.

According to the findings of the study, the efficacy of neighbourhood watch in 
Uganda is highly dependent on the family’s and Uganda Police’s cooperative an-
ti-crime activity development. According to the findings, there is no link between 
neighbourhood watch and youth deployment as crime deterrents deployments. 
According to Sampson (2004), community networks are one method of increasing 
neighbourhood surveillance if residents collaborate. The police are supposed to 
strengthen their feedback mechanisms to challenged neighbourhoods with crime to 
build a network that encourages mutuality.

On the other hand, it has been discovered that raising knowledge of the role of 
neighbourhood watch might improve the level of understanding of the tasks and 
responsibilities required of families. If necessary, the youth deployed as crime 
preventers will be able to work with the local community. In terms of detecting 
potential crime, the study suggests that if police respond quickly to reports from 
neighbourhoods, this can improve the relationship between neighbourhoods and 
crime-prevention agencies in less structured areas. Additionally, regular commu-
nity meetings with the police and regulation of crime impacts reported by family 
heads from locales might promote crime preventer engagement.

Finally, the research claims that a shared design of community safety needs among 
neighbourhoods is another important crime preventers deployment support system 
for engaging youth in policing activities in their communities.

Conclusion

Finally, increasing the regulation of family elements at the household level would 
necessitate the implementation of more care policies for optimal family function. 
Because families will be managed in communities by family heads, this is also pro-
jected to enhance active family member engagement. In another manner, this 
would make it easier for youth who are deployed as crime preventers in their 
communities to watch, report, and support crime victims at the family level. In 
the long run, this process is projected to contribute to the establishment of an 
infrastructure to engage and support Ugandan neighbourhoods and youth deployed 
as crime preventers.

More importantly, providing youth with crime prevention skills prior to their de-
ployment as crime preventers, such as victim management, crime management 
knowledge transfer, and ethical arrest of crime perpetuators, among other things, 
can improve their family acceptance. In a nutshell, the crime preventers’ newly 
learned skills will enable them to aid victims of crime and improve offenders’ arrest 
strategies. On the contrary, youth’s persistent lack of proper awareness prior to 
deployment as crime preventers is likely to impede their ability to acquire crime 
information, deal with crime victims, and prosecute criminals across Uganda’s 
communities.
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Abstract

The burden of survival for Nigerian youths is heavy in spite of the potential demo-
graphic dividend of the population of young people in the country. This is partly 
due to non-inclusiveness, neglect, and intergenerational gap, among other social 
and economic factors that constantly undermine survival chances of youths in the 
country. This problematic is essentially reified in youth struggle over land for farm-
ing as socio-legal constraints for land acquisition by youths become more stringent 
in Nigeria. That conflict over land, for instance, is one of the oldest causes of 
social instability in both colonial and postcolonial Nigeria is no news. In addition, 
fragmentation of land, land, corruption, ‘land-grabbing’, and policy summersaults 
further inhibit accessibility of youths to land for farming. Similarly, these factors 
make the drive to solve the challenges associated with food production and enhanc-
ing the standard of living in the country less potent. In addition, the increasing rate 
of unemployment and youth unrests make the challenge daunting. However, the 
momentum for youth inclusion in agriculture-related occupations is building with 
increasing return of Nigerian youths to farming and shifting of government policies 
towards the involvement of youths in agricultural schemes. It is, however, impor-
tant to interrogate how Nigerian youths cope with the challenges associated with 
access to farmland. This is the main remit of this paper. Relying on sociological 
imagination and relevant examples, the paper looks at the challenges of non-inclu-
sion of youths in the development of agriculture in Nigeria through accessibility of 
farmland. On a final note, valuable analysis, it explores opportunities for inclusive 
development.

Keywords: Agriculture, Development, Inclusion, Land Conflict and Youths

Introduction 

This paper represents a mindful reflection on the externalities of the exclusion 
of youth in the governance and development of Nigeria. In part, the reflection 
projects the challenges associated with undermining or neglect of youth at not only  
Nigeria is blessed with vast arable land that can be used to meet the growing need 
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for food security of its people and enhance the chances of survival of youth in the 
country. The agricultural sector, therefore, remains one of the most viable sectors 
for solving the mounting challenge of youth restiveness, food insecurity, economic 
crises, and perennial joblessness in the country, amongst other issues. However, 
riddled by insensitive leadership, corruption, insurgency, religious and ethnic ri-
valries, patriarchal sentiment, and political ill-wills, the potency of agriculture 
has not been fully tapped in the country. By implication, the teaming population 
of young people in the country are confronted with harsh economic, social and 
political situation. 

These challenges are not unconnected with power tussles over equitable allocation 
of resources, which are of course, either scarce, mal-administered, or plundered. 
Chief, and perhaps the oldest, among these unequally distributed resources is land. 
While other causes of social, political, and economic unrests in Nigeria may include 
uneven allocation of political power, competition over oil, and religious extrem-
ism, amongst other factors, the clashes over the use, control, and ownership of 
land have not only been age-long but also pervasive, dynamic, and assuming more 
precarious dimension in current time.  Youths are usually the worst-stricken in this 
situation – aside their vulnerability and poor integration into the social system both 
at the level of planning and implementation of development projects, there are 
perceptual issues that reduce the youth to an object of resentment, ridicule, and 
violence. They (the youth) form a reasonable large demographic segment of the 
country, and at the same time confronted with unemployment, partial or under 
employment, poverty and other miseries that come with these. 

Looking at the multi-layered dimensions from which the challenge of non-inclusion 
of youth, especially regarding accessibility of land, can be interrogated, this paper 
examines the intersection of youth involvement in agriculture, land accessibility, 
and Nigerian development strides to see whether, (or not), the exclusion of has 
significant impact on the county’s development projectile. This is in tandem with 
the achievement of the set United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 
will remain a mirage. 

Youth and Inclusive Development in Nigeria

The concept of youth is multivalent such that there is no consensus about its 
meaning. Sociologists usually treat youth as a socially constructed concept. It lies 
somewhere between the transition from childhood to adulthood. For purpose of 
operationalization, however, we shall adopt the definition given by the African 
Youth Charter, which sees youth as individuals between the ages of 15 and 35 years 
old.  In spite of variation in colour, race, or geographical space, youth around the 
world are generally considered energetic, emotional, adventurous, and ambitious, 
at least when compared to the younger or older counterparts. Similar to youth, de-
velopment is an amorphous concept that means so many things to different people 
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at different levels and locations. While economic theorists focus on linear evolution 
of physical component of the society from traditional of less sophisticated forms to 
advanced or modern ones, dependency theorist posit that development is an inte-
gral part of the unique history of a society. Be that at it may, development occurs 
when the improvement takes place  in social, political, economic, ecological spaces 
leading to the enhancement of human being in the natural space. In other words, 
development has many sided and, thus, cannot be reduced to mere economic or 
statistical growth.

One of the most sustainable dimensions to interrogate development around the 
world is the youth. This is because this demographic constitutes a formidable force 
in social, economic, and political organisations of any society – the youths are usu-
ally more mobile, energetic, enterprising, adventurous, and could also be potential 
tools for societal distabilisation.  

The rate of unemployment in Nigeria, especially among young people, is increasing-
ly alarming.  The report from the Nigerian Bureau of Statistics (NBS) has shown that 
between the third quarter of 2017 and the third quarter of 2018, unemployment 
in the country rose from 18.8 percent to 23.13 percent, which put the population 
of jobless Nigerians at 20.9 million. This figure precludes those who are either 
underemployed or involved in part-time jobs which rose from 13.20 million in the 
third quarter of 2017 to 18.21 million in the third quarter of 2018. As of 2017, a 
World Bank report noted that employment in agriculture, against the total number 
of those employed in the country stood at 36.22 %. 

Farming, Farmland, and Youth Inclusion 

Farming is a significant occupation that characterises most societies in Africa. The 
downward spiralling of agricultural contribution to Nigeria’s gross domestic product 
(GDP), which was about 64% at independence (in 1960) but sharply dropped to 
19% in 1985 as a result of glut in the oil sector, continue to agitate the minds of 
many researchers. This situation is not without implications for the supply of food, 
balanced growth as well as care for the teaming youth population in the country. 
The neglect of agriculture is by every of its ramifications consequential for the 
economic, political, and social stability in the country. The far-reaching interface 
of agriculture and development in Nigeria is historically traceable to the role agri-
culture played in precolonial, colonial, and post-colonial development trajectories 
in the country. For example, cocoa has remained one of the major direct foreign 
exchange earners for Nigeria, and, of course accounted for massive developmental 
strides achieved in the old Western region of the country.  

However, the poor development in the agricultural sector of Nigerian economy can 
be traced to many inhibitive factors or disincentives: rural-urban migration, poor 
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or complete non-availability of social amenities in the rural areas, poor regulation 
of land use, corruption, and gender discrimination. 

Similarly, the acceleration in the market forces remains a major concern in devel-
opment discuss. This is because it offers an insights into the dynamic flow of labour, 
demand and supply, pricing and the relational contexts of agricultural productivity 
both in the past and in the present times. By this token the disproportional re-
lationship between the increase in the Nigerian population and the quantity and 
quantity of food for the survival of the citizenry can be punctuated. While food 
insecurity continues to threaten, out-migration of labour from the rural area, urban 
congestion, and inadequate infrastructures continue to persist. This dilemma has 
led to brain drain and loss of lives and property, because individuals, especially 
youth, affected by these challenges sometimes result to illicit migration, drug deal-
ings, militancy, and recently suicide.The challenges of unemployment, criminality, 
illiteracy, poverty, hunger, out-migration, illicit acts like ‘yahoo-yahoo’, and other 
forms of social, political and economic crises that rocks Nigeria lately are not un-
connected with burgeoning youth population in the country. 

 Land is one on the oldest and most contested resources around the world: from 
Palestine to Libya, from Zimbabwe to Brazil, and then to China, global land-grab-
bing or global land rush is a phenomenal issue with major consequences for sus-
tainable development. Even though the issues associated with land grabbing are 
multivalent, one of its major catalysts was the need for arable land in large scale 
where investors can engage in agribusiness. This has further exacerbated land-re-
lated politics, conflict, and socio-cultural barriers of land accessibility, ownership, 
and control.

While these challenges persist, the livelihood of smallholder farmers and youth 
remains on the edge. This paper looks at the interphase of this land-grabbing 
syndrome and youth survival struggle in Nigeria. Recent research has shown that 
land-grabbing potentially leads to the exploitation of the source of livelihood of 
local users of land, majority of whom are vulnerable and usually involved in peasant 
farming.  The shrinking farmland can also be trace to corruption. The gap between 
the rich and the poor is widened by corrupt practices which make land available 
to the nouveau riche who usually acquire land for non-agricultural purposes at the 
expense of teaming population of potential farmers.

Nigeria has more land, at least theoretically, than needed to meet the need for food 
security of her citizens. However, the challenge lies in the institutional and non-in-
stitutional constrains limiting accessibility and proper utilization of this resource. 
A close look at different policy frameworks by different regimes of governments, 
and at different levels, in Nigeria will reveal variations, contradiction and inertia of 
both policy makers and implementers on land. One way by which government can 
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enhance agricultural development anywhere in the world is to regulate the use of 
land. For example, the rolling three development plans that lasted between 1962 
and 1980 in Nigeria saw to the regulation of how land was uses in the country: as 
at this period, the total cultivable hectares of land stood at 74.0 million out of the 
estimated 98.3 million land area in the country. Consequently, because majority 
of the people in the country at that embraced farming, agriculture served as the 
country’s mainstay. At the same time, long term fallowing and reservation of land 
for build-up area and pastures were easily made possible. It must be added that 
even though arable land was readily available at this period of time, the output 
from agriculture was relatively low because of sparse population distribution and 
low state of farming technology in the country.

Increasing rate of urbanization is another factor that has diminutive effect on the 
availability of land for agricultural purpose, and by consequence impedes youth 
access to land. Nigeria is categorized as one of the fast urbanising countries in the 
world – at least between 2014 and 2050, the number of people living in the urban 
space is expected to have increased by 212 million

Going down the history lane, the Land and Native Rights Proclamation of 1910 
promulgated by colonial instrumentation was the first land-related legislation in 
Nigeria. In 1916, this proclamation was repealed and replaced with Native Right 
Ordinance. This ordinance protected the interest of colonial administrators while 
fostering communal ownership of land in the North and deepening patriarchy and 
widening intergenerational gaps in the West. To say that colonial administration 
fanned the embers of conflict over access, ownership and control of land in Nigeria 
is to say the least. This is because since colonial administrators were interested in 
exploitative use of land, it meant nothing or little to them to grab and appropriate 
land, either directly or indirectly, for extractive reasons:  groundnut was majorly 
produced in the north, palm kernel in the east and cocoa in the west. While the 
dimension of land struggle to the explanation of the exclusion of youth is increas-
ingly attracting the attention of scholars in Africa, for Nigeria another bane similar 
to farmer-herder clashes is the spate of insurgency by Boko-Haram in the north 
eastern part of the country, where citizens are rendered homeless, girls kidnapped 
and deprived of western education, while others become internally displaced in 
their own country. This menace has further aggravated the plight of young people 
in actively getting involved in the productive economic, social, and political activi-
ties in the country. With the destruction of farmland that has been the outcome of 
farmer-herdsmen’s clashes, it is hardly surprising that, the output of agriculture is 
disproportionate to the demand for food in Nigeria. 

Encapsulating the Challenge of Youth Inclusion and Development in Nigeria

The picture painted above shows a gamut of challenges faced by Nigerian youth 
since colonial epoch to colonialism, and now in neocolonial age. The conditions that 
shape the identity of youth make them easily susceptible to manipulation since, 
according the Marxian economic analysis, the survival imperative takes precedence 
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over other things. The traditional patriarchal institutions in Nigeria did not only 
make system of land inheritance cumbersome but also put the female gender on 
the fring. With the incursion of colonialism, the acquisition of land became increas-
ingly monetised, commoditised and politicised, making it difficult for young people 
to access farmland. This development favoured urbanisation, capitalism and rural 
urban migration. The misery of youth did not dissipate with the transfer of political 
power from colonialists to Nigerian. While subsequent Nigerian governments sought 
to find ways of solving the country’s economic problems, not much was achieved. 
The era of Structural Adjustment Programme (SAP), for instance was initiated to 
mark a turning point in the history of Nigeria. The programme was initiated by the 
International Monetary Fund (IMF) and implemented during the regime of General 
Babangida. Instead of making a headway, the programme brought untold hardship 
to Nigerians, further impoverishing the country through massive retrenchment of 
workers, commercialisation of public industries, privatisation and harsh fiscal pol-
icy. The aftermath effect of SAP induced the escalation of the plights of youths.
 

The quality of Nigerian educational system is another cause of worry when the de-
bate about youth exclusion arises. The inability of about 80% of student applicants 
to gain admission into either federal or state-owned universities does not only 
generate emotional and psychological trauma for young Nigerians but also show the 
degree of youth alienation in the country. Worse still, most of the higher institu-
tions lack adequate teaching facilities and environment that can facilitate learning, 
leading to the problem of unemployment and/or unemployability afterwards. This 
challenge is further compounded by perennial strike actions which make student to 
spend more time outside the university they do inside. At graduation from colleges, 
most of Nigerian youths continue to suffer as the National Youth Service Corps 
scheme (NYSC) only offers a short term relief from impending mass unemployment.
 

The security challenges in Nigeria are increasingly becoming worrisome in recent 
time. This is because the situation of unsafety is getting expanded in scope with 
emergent issues of insecurity that impact on both the nation and individuals. At the 
national level, the sovereignty and national cohesion is threatened; at the level 
of individual, mass poverty, hunger, squalor, and miseries are on the rise. Indeed, 
the security situation in Nigeria demands urgent priority to prevent a complete 
breakdown of social order that may eventuate the Hobbesian anomies. In order 
to tackle the situation of insecurity sustainably, it is expedient to take a cursory 
look at the fundamental issues that bred, and perhaps still breed, unsafe spaces in 
the country. Thus, it is in our interest to expose the reader of this chapter to the 
trajectories and drivers of (in)security in Nigeria in this section. But before then, 
it is important to note that security, as used in the context of this text, connotes 
all-inclusive assurance of individual and collective safe access to life-supporting 
needs (safe food, oxygen, and environment) and other necessities needs of life.

  

The circumstances that led to the birth of Nigeria as a nation, both during the 
amalgamation of 1914 and the political independence of 1960, were replete with 
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embers of insecurity. Such circumstances included, among other things, plural and 
conflicting political interests, diverse and rival ethnic groups, superlative colonial 
interests, and absence of common front for confronting the apparent challenges of 
the nation. This, apparently presaged ominous future for the country – the future of 
violence now presently birthed.   The situation after 1960 was not better off as the 
heirs of colonial heritage could not easily suppress and subvert the already sown 
seed of aggression and insecurity in the country – insecurity continued to trail all 
aspects of social life (socialisation processes and community life); economic space 
(adaption through production of goods and services); political space (as in political 
culture and governance); and natural endowment (as in deforestation, defoliation, 
depletion of the ozone layers and other forms of pollution). The impacts of post-co-
lonial global capitalism and superlative international diplomatic tussles between 
Nigeria and the world powers have also been attributed by security scholars as 
another security burden on the nation, thus making it more difficult to tackle the 
unsafe situation head-on. 

Again, it must be re-echoed that the dimensions of insecurity in Nigeria are becom-
ing more complex and less tractable. For instance, even though there had been 
skirmishes and different forms of security challenges in Nigeria since the period of 
amalgamation, the periods around the political independence of 1960 marked an 
epochal turning point in the history of Nigerian security. This is because the country 
became polarised along ethnic lines. Consequently, ethnicity has not ceased to be a 
factor for negotiating crisis and/or peace in the country. Similarly, with increasing 
demographic strength without a corresponding increase in security apparatuses, 
lives and property of people in the country become more prone to hazards and dan-
gers. The demographic surge is not only suggesting increasing economic challenges 
but also a multiplier effect on the existing animosity in the country. More than 
ever before in the history of the country, Nigeria has attracted global attention 
regarding the safety of lives and property of its people. How long this situation will 
persists, no one knows. More so, so long that the national framework of policy on 
security would inadvertently fail to reflect contextual realities of social, economic, 
political and religious issues, among other preponderant contradictions that define 
the national landscape of the country, it is impossible to expect that things will 
improve soon. 

In the ranking of humans needs in the Abraham Maslow’s popular theory of needs, 
the most fundamental and basest of the needs of man are his physiological needs 
– these are made up all those things (food, oxygen, water, rooftop for shelter and 
clothing) that keep human beings alive on daily basis, without which death is unne-
gotiable Other need that are included in the Maslow’s pyramid are needs for safety, 
love, self-esteem and lastly self-actualisation. The position of Maslow is very help-
ful in its seminal analysis and application. It shows that one who is deprived of his 
or her primary survival means is inadvertently predisposed to insecurity. This also 
goes a long way to explain why the continuous deterioration of food security, often 
caused by communal crises, pastoralist aggression, as well as migration deficits 
in the rural areas, may not only lead to draught but also exacerbated threat of 
national insecurity in Nigeria. 
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Survival is threatened as long as food security is threatened. Little wonder that 
Goal 2 of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) is to ‘end hunger, achieve food 
security and improve nutrition, and promote sustainable agriculture’. If we agree 
that threatening of food security is tantamount to threatening the survival of the 
people in Nigeria, then it would be right to assume that those who constitute a 
bane to sustainable agricultural practices, either covertly or overtly are potentially 
threatening the collective survival of the country as a nation. Conflict and violence 
in Nigeria make it difficult to achieve sustainable food production in Nigeria. 

From Maslow’s analysis, it can be seen that the increasing dimensions and the biting 
effects of insecurity in Nigeria can be tied to perceptions and realities of threats 
to life. If we look back in retrospect, it can be seen that not even the transition 
into modern democracy has been able to allay the fears of uncertainty, suspicion 
and acrimony that have stayed with the country prior the political independence 
of 1960. Even though the initial security challenges (of unhappy marriage) did not 
degenerate into dangerous dimensions at they currently are, the trend of events in 
Nigeria nowadays suggest that the future may not be more friendly if the needful 
is not done. Thus, to say that agriculture is no longer the mainstay of Nigeria is an 
understatement: people are not dying of hunger because agriculture is threatened, 
farmers are put to flight from their farms by terrorists, and food insecurity is pro-
nounced in the country. 

Again, it is important to state that while the impacts of security crises in Nigeria 
are all-permeating, the immediate recipients its negative outcome are usually the 
unsuspecting masses. Thus, the question of insecurity in Nigeria is relative to issue 
of accessibility – access to quality education, functional social amenity, reliable 
health system, political power, adjudicatory power, gender advantage, and natu-
ral resources, among others. It is within this context of power relation, regarding 
accessibility of the people, that poverty and socio-economic deprivation that often 
engender social unrests can be conceptualised. For instance, in January, 2017, the 
United Nation made an appeal that a sum of 1.05 billion dollars be raised to support 
the crises-ridden people of northeast Nigeria.

Prospects for Youth Inclusion and Development

How can the dividend of burgeoning youth population be appropriated? The ques-
tion is central to development across sectors in Nigeria, Africa, and beyond. As 
the world clamours for sustainable development, literacy, gainful, ecological resil-
ience, food security, and inclusive government are peddled as conventional ideals 
while advocacy for engendered interrelationship is incessant. As Nigeria again goes 
to the polls in 2019, for the sixth time since returning to democratic rule in 1999, 
the mantra of ‘not too young to run’ is not only being played out in tweets and 
retweets but also in the electronic and print media. This shows the increasing 
agitation of youth, who no longer want to continue waiting to become ‘leaders of 
tomorrow’ but rather be meaningfully integrated as active players in the political 
sphere. 
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While several campaigns at youth inclusion continue to be chanted online and 
offline, a cursory look into the country’s political history shows some commend-
able elements of positive externalities, at least on the minimum. For one, the 
polarisation of precolonial Nigeria into three protectorates led to some form of 
specialisation that bred regional competition and relative development, even 
though these were beclouded by unhealthy rivalry that has persisted till today. 
Second, the emergence of specialised agencies like the Department of Botanical 
Research in 1893, the British Cotton Growers of 1905 which later changed to the 
Department of Agriculture in Southern Nigerian (also known as Moor Plantation, and 
Cocoa Research Institute of Nigeria, are laudable efforts towards the promotion 
of agriculture in the past. The post-colonial Nigeria saw the introduction of some 
policies: the 1962 – 1968 development plans, Farm Settlement Schemes, National 
Accelerated Food Production Programme (NAFPP) of 1972, River Basin and Rural 
Development Authorities of 1976, Operation Feed the Nation of 1976, and Green 
Revolution Programme of 1980, among others. With the upsurge in the oil sector in 
1970s, a sheer decline set in the agricultural sector. Consequently, a sharp fall in 
the supply of export products was witnessed coupled with increasing importation 
of food. 

Since the era of SAP in 1980s, much effort has not been put into revitalising the ag-
ricultural sector until 2002 when Obasanjo introduced National Special Programme 
on Food Security (NSPFS) and later Root and Tuber Expansion Programme (RTEP). 
Both programmes performed with minimal effect on the enhancement of the lives 
of farmers.  More recently, the Agricultural Transformation Agenda (ATA) intro-
duced in 2011 aimed at tackling the problem of unemployment and shortage of food 
in the country. A critical assessment of this scheme is an agenda for future analysis. 
What is, however, apparent is that while the initiative marked a positive turn at 
agriculture, like the previous schemes, ATA was as good as ‘dead on arrival’ (DOA). 

Now, where lies the prospect? The prospect lies neither in the lip services paid to 
ameliorating the harsh conditions of farmers by politicians nor in the claim that 
Nigerians are primarily agrarian: it lies in the strength of the youth population, 
growing market for food around the world, and to a reasonable extent, the availa-
bility of cultivable land in the country. 

Going Forward

If we agree that, for Nigeria, all hope is not lost regarding sustainable integration 
of youth to address the mounting social, economic, and political challenges, then 
some things must be done differently. These include but not limited to: 

• Revisiting land use policy: there is need to revisit regulation (both formal and 
informal regulations) to make land more accessible to young people who are 
willing to engage in farming or any other agribusiness. By this token, gender 
barrier limiting the chances of young women at acquiring land and system of 
land inheritance and transfer must be regulated to accommodate more flexible 
land tenure system
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• Better finance: youth willing to acquire bank loans to fund their agribusiness are 
usually faced with brick walls when they find it difficult to meet the minimum 
bank requirement – collateral security. This challenge poses threat to rural 
youth and also discourage those willing to start farming afresh. To address this 
challenge, it important to educate and restructure the financial sector so that 
youth-specific financial schemes are designed to dismantle the bottlenecks 
associated with securing financial assistance for agricultural purposes. 

• Making rural areas more livable is a task that leaders across different spheres 
have to pay attention to. Shortage, or complete absence, of social amenities in 
the rural areas serves a disincentive to the retention of youths in agriculture. 
Good road network, electricity, market, water, hospitals, means of communi-
cation, and storage facilities are some of the basic amenities that will trigger 
a return to farming by youth. 

• Job creation is one of the sustainable ways by which youth-related challenges 
can be addressed in Nigeria. The increasing number of youth, which forms the 
largest segment of the entire population, seeking employment constitutes ad-
ditional survival burden to the already existing challenges of youth restiveness, 
poverty, illiteracy, insecurity, corruption, and other forms of maladies that 
retard the country from attaining steady sustainable development. 

• Sustainable policy alternatives should be generated to tackle the current 
challenges and the looming uncertainties. This is because without substantial 
improvement on the current security situation in the country, the menaces of 
hunger, poverty and serial killings, among other ill, might continue to persist.

Conclusion 

This paper situated and analysed Nigeria’s security quagmire within the context 
of inclusive governance that favours youth development. Non-inclusion of youth 
and inhibitive social and political relations have been of unsafe environment for 
farming and the impeding threat of severe hunger and anomie. It has been shown 
that, while agriculture remains a key player in the social and economic contexts 
of Nigeria, the challenge of land fragmentation, poor funding, insecurity, and poor 
attitude of youth towards farming make it difficult to attain sustainable food pro-
duction hence projecting the future of the country as bleak. The duel between 
the herders and farmers in the country also makes the situation more tangled than 
it was in the recent past in the country. The unfortunate competition for land, 
security saboteurs acquire sophisticated weapons in contrast to simple tools for 
farming and tending animal with which they scare and kill unsuspecting farmers. 
The outcome of this act, among others, is not only inimical but also threatens the 
supply of food and the security of Nigeria as a whole. This becomes worrisome as 
the crisis is more prominent in states that are acknowledged to be the food basket 
of the nation such as Benue and Plateau among others. Having acknowledged the 
adverse implication of this crisis situation on Nigeria’s social order, suggestion has 
been made that concerned authorities should pay attention to fundamental issue of 
making life more interesting for existing and potential famers to boost agribusiness 
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and attain sustainable development.
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Abstract

The Central African Republic (CAR) has been trapped in conflict since its independ-
ence from France in August 1960. The CAR’s political history shows that there has 
been a dispute for its natural resources, which has contributed to the spiral of 
conflict in the country. Therefore, in order to address the conflict trap in the CAR, 
this paper examines the structural conditions that have enabled the dispute for the 
CAR. The paper finds that these conditions include state security weakness, author-
itarianism, and underdevelopment. Chronic security weakness means that the state 
relied on external help for security. Tyrants in the CAR replicated resources-for-se-
curity partnerships or security-for resources deals for their own benefit stirring the 
jealousy of other elites, a situation which led to repeated violence. In conditions of 
poverty, external actors were able to negotiate the spoliation of the CAR’s resourc-
es with greedy elites. Since this state of affairs means the CAR cannot stabilise 
itself, and because International Peacebuilding Initiatives (IPIs) spearheaded by 
global powers maintain fragile states in conflict, this paper proposes a peacebuild-
ing strategy in the CAR led by regional neighbours. This approach is grounded in 
the benefits that accrue to a peaceful region and targets security weakness and 
lack of capacity in negotiation and resource exploitation. The paper argues that 
regional peacebuilding efforts in the CAR can, however, only be successful if local 
conditions are improved. The paper identifies key challenges to peacebuilding in 
the CAR as lack of regional capacity and commitment, the disruptive potential of 
external actors and the political usage of sovereignty.

Keywords: structural conditions; dispute; Central African Republic; conflict trap;  

Introduction

Societies that are repeatedly inflicted with such forms of political violence as civil 
wars, rebellions, coups, etc, are said to be in the grip of a conflict trap. One such 
society in Africa is the Central African Republic (CAR). The aim of this article is to 
make sense of the conflict trap in the CAR which has persisted since the country’s 
alleged political independence from France on August 13, 1960. The backdrop of 
this analysis is the history of the dispute for natural resources in the CAR, herein, 
the dispute for the CAR. 

On August 15, 1960, the pioneer President of CAR, David Dacko, signed the “Coop-
eration Accords” with the French. The accords gave priority of choice to France in 
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the exploitation of the CAR’s strategic minerals in exchange for security assistance. 
Later on, Dacko wanted to cooperate with China. France was infuriated. The dis-
cord appeared to provide an alibi for Jean-Bedel Bokassa’s coup of January 1, 
1966. Some evidence is that once in power, Bokassa informed Colonel Mehay, the 
Military Attaché to the French Embassy in the capital of the CAR, Bangui, that he 
would issue the Chinese a 48-hour quit notice. This, however, set a precedent. In 
effect, “Operation Barracuda” was ostensibly prompted by the massacre of scores 
of learners by the Bokassa regime. But Bokassa had become friendly with Libya 
and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR), in close-knit economic ties. The 
operation led to the return of Dacko, who promised to expulse the Libyans and the 
Soviets. His successor, André-Dieudonné Kolingba, who took over by means of the 
“gentleman’s coup d’état” of 1981, was propped up by France and the Bretton 
Woods Institutions. Under Kolingba, France enjoyed a privileged position in the 
exploitation of the CAR’s minerals. Kolingba was later forced to re-democratise. 
Following the constitutional amendments of 1991, elections in 1993 brought An-
ge-Félix Patassé to power. Amidst growing insecurity, Patassé, who was at a certain 
point Bokassa’s Prime Minister, returned the Libyans to the CAR, awarding them 
a 99-year monopoly over diamonds in exchange for protection. He also considered 
awarding the Chinese exploration licenses over northern oil concessions. This made 
him an enemy of President Idriss Deby of Chad, French strawman, whereas the 
French were hostile to his regime. The March 2003 coup by François Boizizé was 
supported by France and Chad over these issues. Bozizé’s removal from power in 
March 2013 by the Michel Djotodia-led Seleka rebellion had similar causes. Bozizé 
had granted Uranium to South Africa as against awarding it to France’s energy 
giant, Areva. France, China, Chad, Lebanon illicitly exploited resources during the 
regime of the Seleka crooks and in areas run by the Anti-Balaka. 

To address the conflict trap in the CAR, this paper analyses the structural reasons 
for the dispute for the CAR, which is ignored in the literature. The paper argues 
that these factors include State security weakness; authoritarianism, and; under-
development. Exit from conflict must be led by regional neighbours. This strategy 
is a potentially effective outlet for sustainable peace and development in the CAR 
and it reinforces the idea of “African solutions to African problems”. However, 
regional peacebuilding efforts in the CAR can only be successful if local conditions 
are improved.

Entry into conflict and exit from violence

Entry into conflict is the product of complex chains of motivations some of which are 
tightly connected to economic possibilities and capacities. Scholars pay particular 
attention to economic structures hinged on the workings of the world system and 
the behavior of the world powers at its center. It is, therefore, not surprising that 
some scholars argue that within the world-system, some conflicts are motivated by 
diverging economic calculations of actors competing for the seizure of economic 
chances. This is a rationalist-utilitarian approach that is grounded in methodologi-
cal individualism at the base of which is classical economics developed by scholars 
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like Adam Smith and John Locke. This can only be the case since the world-system 
is in essence capitalistic. 

Within this dispensation, it is chiefly the battle for raw materials that is deeply 
rooted in today’s conflicts especially those in the global south. Indeed the so-called 
global south is the source of raw materials, notably from Africa, for a more de-
veloped northern hemisphere where the central powers of the world system are 
located. Conflict is then viewed as the product of the clash of the vested interests 
of these State powers, acting directly or through their Multinational Companies 
(MNCs), in the resources of Third World countries. The central role of resources 
means the global imperialistic capitalistic order influences the local dynamics of 
the entry into conflict in weaker Sates. The organized game of the global-liberal 
centers is such that it is the central powers who place puppets in power depending 
on their interest then, later on, remove these puppets still for economic reasons. 
The support of global-hegemonic-economic complexes to conflict-ridden rent-seek-
ing economies is thus configured in a way that the central powers of the world-sys-
tem and MNCs keep rent-seeking leaders in power thus creating a conflict trap by 
suscitating the covetousness of new desirous rent-seeking local elite. Conflicts in 
the Middle East have been studied from this perspective, for example, Iraq, and 
the aggressiveness of warring parties at the local level is also strongly motivated by 
cost-benefit calculations, Angola and ex-Zaire being examples. 

However, outside methodological individualism, non-mercantile rationales also 
fuel the conflict trap. First, there is the problem of collusive contracts. Some 
conflicts are linked to power-seeking and mafia-type agreements constituted in 
certain countries caught in a conflict spiral. In such contexts, collusion and cor-
ruption facilitate the institution of martial violence such that politico-military and 
paramilitary practices become the norm. Then there are the interactions between 
organizations and well-established hierarchies both in conflict-ridden societies and 
countries at the center of the world-system that is at the base of conflicts. Finally, 
the politico-military and/or economic-military nature of elites, as well as the pres-
ence of warlords; self-seeking leaders in search of enjoyment or actors controlled 
by psychological pulses such as vengeance, greed, and cupidity will influence the 
conflict spiral.

Conflicts are inscribed in a more or less long duration but inevitably evolve towards 
their end. Societies are therefore not infinitely trapped in conflict. It is a matter 
of forging diplomatic-strategic technologies of the management of conflicts ca-
pable of significantly lessening the militarization of the society (confer the works 
of Amandine Gnanguênon). The classical economic analysis posits that the decon-
struction of conflicts is done by taming rent-seeking behavior which is often at 
the base of aggression and enjoyment. There is also an agreement that financial 
circuits for belligerents who seek rent should be dried up. Also, the peacebuilding 
literature argues that new policies to replace rent, e.g. diversification of the econ-
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omy, should be put in place as well as new administrative dispensations that may 
permit wider participation in decision-making processes, including those connected 
to international cooperation. 

The peacebuilding scholarship has also argued that psychological pulses such as re-
sentment, passion, hate, vengeance, etc, must be tempered if peace will become 
a reality. The peace scholarship contends that organizational-type behavior and 
its interaction with hierarchy should be mastered and reciprocal hostility should 
be reduced. There is also a need to strengthen ethics and deontology, and the 
acceptance of pluralism, human and civil rights as well as transparency, good 
governance, solid constitutions, and institutions. This is what Norbert Elias terms 
the “civilization of morals”. For peace scholars, there should also be participative 
reconstruction in a tactful manner and the role of true reconciliation in reconstruc-
tion should not be underlooked.

On who should promote these strategies, the neo-liberals advocate for regional 
integration, arguing that it can establish firm structures that can promote global 
cooperation and mitigate dire economic situations. Indeed, neoliberalism or plural-
ism, led by Keohane and Nye, argued that change is possible due to complex inter-
dependence which imposes social, economic, and legal order for States to prosper. 
However, extra-regional international peacebuilding initiatives (IPIs) spearheaded 
by the global centers are often reliant on a paternalist aid that maintains fragile 
States in conflict and poverty traps. Empirical evidence has shown that neo-liberal 
reconstruction systems of present-day capitalist conception are void of any real 
success. 

A solution lies in regional peacebuilding as it is in the best interest of regional States 
to work towards peace in conflict-ridden neighbors. Regionalism harnesses efforts 
such that satisfying common goods and goals become much easier and sustainable. 
Everything being equal, it dilutes individual calculations of States. Through regional 
peacebuilding cooperation, regional neighbors can field strategies that target the 
rather insouciant pursuit of vested interests by extra-regional actors in the process 
addressing conflict, in turn, reaping both security and economic dividends. How-
ever, the success of such regional efforts lies in the capabilities to surmount such 
key challenges as the lack of regional peacebuilding capacity and commitment; the 
ability of international actors to interrupt change processes, and; the problem of 
political usage of sovereignty.

Structural conditions for the dispute for the CAR

Not only is the CAR a weak and dysfunctional State but its failing security architec-
ture is a long-standing issue. The CAR is overrun by a failing security architecture. 
As such, it has had no other choice than to time after time rely on foreign actors 
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for its security needs. These actors have constantly taken advantage of the situ-
ation to make a profit from the CAR. This is seen in the multiplication of securi-
ty-for-resources partnerships or resources-for-security deals with the result being 
the dispute for the CAR. Personal intentions of the CAR tyrants contributed to this 
problem. 

Having agreed to sign the Cooperation Accords, France provided support to Dacko 
which was enough for him to transform the de facto One-Party dispensation into a 
de jure one, quelling any opposition in the process. Bokassa once he had been en-
dorsed by France, crushed coup plots with the help of France and France went on to 
enjoy the CAR’s resources as evidenced by the “affaire des diamants”. Dacko II and 
Kolingba were both protégés of France. They were counseled by a certain Colonel 
Jean-Claude Mantion who embodied or incarnated France’s strategy of protecting 
the CAR’s dictators in the Cold War era in return for total oversight in the CAR’s 
mineral sector. This stirred the jealousies of other States that were willing to sign 
such accords once space opened up. This was exemplified by the Patassé’s award 
of a 99-year monopoly over CAR diamonds to Libya and Bozizé’s cooperation with 
South Africa over Uranium. From one dictator to the other, therefore, there was a 
mindless replication of security-for-resources partnerships that aided in propping 
up these dictators at the same time causing conflict. In addition to the problems of 
security weakness and tyranny, an underdeveloped economy also fostered a rather 
insensitive dispute for the CAR.

The economy of the CAR is reliant on natural resource extraction. Apart from vast 
rainforest resources, the natural resources of the CAR include diamonds, timber, 
gold, uranium, oil deposits, and endangered wildlife. Regardless, the CAR has re-
mained infamous for abject poverty and conflict. In 2018 its GDP was only 0.01% of 
the world economy. Under these circumstances, the CAR has relied a lot on foreign 
actors to extract its natural resources due to a lack of local capacity. CAR lead-
ers have alternated between using resources as part of security deals and purely 
economic agreements. It is clear from various sources that Dacko I’s invitation 
to China was in order to salvage a worsening economic situation. However, “the 
only interest of the [S]tate has always been the fiscal implications of concessions, 
particularly elites’ cuts”. Patassé was simply the most impressive follower in the 
footsteps of Bokassa who used a system of creating bogus companies as an in-
novative way to systematically bleed the CAR. It was “a veritable take-over bid 
of the forestry sector, diamond, agricultural, import-export and oil prospecting 
[sectors], often in complicity with foreign personalities or multinationals. Some 
of these personalities included regional Heads of States, Lebanese, South Africans 
and of course the international underworld”. Bozizé, once in power, replicated this 
behavior, in turn looting the CAR with the complicity of close family and political 
ties and international clients “An assembly of unionists…[claimed that Bozizé] and 
some members of his family [had a]…a colossal fortune of more than 300 billion 
FCFA, far superior (three times more) to the budgetary deficit of the [CAR]…” 
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With the political elite looting their own country’s resources in this way, foreign 
actors were not obligated to act responsibly. As such, even when this attitude was 
replicated by armed groups, international actors pursued interests, regardless of 
the consequences. Once in power, the Seleka and notably its top officials, princi-
pally Djotodia and his Minister for Water and Forests, Mohamed Moussa Dhaffane, 
looted the CAR systematically. Apart from using foreign companies to steal from 
the wood sector, the Seleka also compensated themselves from the CAR’s natural 
wealth. China, France, and Lebanon were into illicit logging in the CAR, chiefly 
through MNCs, during the Seleka for profit, in pure disregard of the innocent lives 
tortured and murdered by this gangster regime. Russia went on to become Touade-
ra’s principal security ally, as “Western clout in the mineral-rich, strategically im-
portant nation [appeared to] wane”, training the CAR Armed Forces (Forces Armées 
Centrafricaines, FACA) in exchange for resources. However, this invited “a certain 
jealousy by other foreign powers over Russia’s role in CAR”, particularly criticism 
from France. The growing influence of Russia and China in the CAR, enforced the 
CAR’s war-driven economy and the French went on to accuse Russia of conveying 
weapons to mineral-rich areas in the CAR.

Blueprint for an exit from conflict 

The conflict in the CAR is bad for the entire sub-region. In terms of security, the 
conflict has led to a serious humanitarian disaster. Ethno-religious violence be-
tween the Seleka and the Anti-Balaka following the collapse Seleka regime caused 
a 600000-person refugee and internally displaced persons (IDPs) crisis. Neighboring 
countries are faced with the challenge of managing this influx. The two neighboring 
countries most affected are Chad and Cameroon. However, Cameroon is the princi-
pal destination with 247,838 Central African refugees registered in December 2017. 
Insecurity in the CAR has also been a source of violence in neigbours, notably the 
South of Chad, the border regions with Sudan and in the East Region of Cameroon. 

Apart from security concerns, the CAR’s conflict harms the economy of neighboring 
States. Cameroon has held the reputation of the sub-region’s breadbasket for many 
years. Ease of access is required for its products to be commercialized in the CAR 
and the conflict in the country does not make things easy. Also, the CAR, being a 
landlocked country, relies on its neighbors, notably Cameroon, for access to the 
sea. The inability to trade due to the conflict means that Cameroon is losing a lot of 
revenue. The conflict has also prevented major economic breakthroughs that could 
benefit neighboring States. Chad, for example, has been entangled in an unhealthy 
conflict with CAR leaders over the exploitation of cross-border resources, whereas 
cooperation could enable mutually beneficial deals. Revenue is also being lost by 
countries like Chad and Cameroon when transhumance is inhibited by violence on 
cattle rearers. 

As a result of their geographical location, not sharing boundaries with the CAR, 
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France, China, Lebanon, South Africa, Russia are not as affected by these security 
and economic concerns from the CAR conflict as are Member-States of the Econom-
ic and Monetary Community of Central Africa (CEMAC) and other regional neighbors 
like Sudan, the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) and Uganda. It is in the 
best interest of these neighbors to work towards peace in the CAR as they bear the 
brunt of the conflict. The primary focus will be to address the issue of a chronic 
security weakness that has made the CAR vulnerable to seeking security assistance 
in exchange for resources. Regionalism should target peace in the CAR not resourc-
es. Regional security and defense mechanisms in the CAR are not expected to be 
directly backed by compensation in natural resources. They are to be motivated by 
the benefits that accrue to a peaceful region. They can, therefore, discourage, if 
not prevent, recourse to the indecorous security partnerships of the past. Inscribed 
in the long duration and addressing issues like the militarization of politics within 
wider Security Sector Reforms (SSRs) in order to prevent the possibility of another 
coup, such measures stand the chance of producing the desired effect. Moreover, 
regional efforts to provide security in the CAR without the need to be compensated 
in natural resources mean that the CAR should be able to benefit more extensively 
from its resources. However, there is the issue of capacity which still leaves the 
country vulnerable to international actors. A regional (economic) normative frame-
work is, therefore, another crucial strategy. 

The implementation of (a) regional forestry and mining code(s) could break the cy-
cle of unfair deals that have not benefitted the CAR and can help the CAR to break 
away from the grip of bad pacts like the “Cooperation Accords” and other collusive 
contracts like the 99-year monopoly awarded to Libya and the ceding of Uranium 
to South Africa. The ratification or the reinforcement of such a mining code means 
that the CAR should play by the rulebook as against staying strapped to neo-colonial 
cooperation agreements already invalidated by the provision of security by the 
regional body. In addition, regional efforts could establish or enforce their own 
contract-making organism(s) that provide(s) support to the CAR in scrutinizing and 
selecting mining partners, if not entirely overseeing the process. This can go a long 
way to improve accountability in the mining sector and prevent the loss of revenue.

Regional peacebuilding efforts in the CAR that target the dispute for the CAR can 
only be successful if local conditions are improved. Adopting multi-party politics 
and limiting presidential term limits alone will not undermine the dispute for the 
CAR that has kept the country’s conflict trap alive. Presidential powers must be re-
duced, the separation of power strengthened and the capacity of State institutions, 
notably the parliament and the justice system, to play their role in the checks and 
balances game, bolstered. Above all, corruption must be tackled in the CAR and 
the perilous problem of access to wealth through State power handled through 
legislation and diversification. The form of State must be redesigned to ensure 
little central government, limited government overall and more local government, 
meaning more and more people-control over how their resources are managed. It 
is the centralization of power in the capital Bangui in conditions of poverty and 
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unlimited government that enabled the dispute for the CAR. A federal structure 
or reinforced decentralization that offers greater political, financial and economic 
autonomy for the different prefectures/provinces in the CAR can go a long way to 
ensure that resource management is not monopolized by greedy rent-seeking elites 
in Bangui who may be tempted to indulge in shady conflict-provoking deals with for-
eign actors for their own selfish gains. Greater provincial or regional autonomy and 
stronger institutions mean that CAR can bargain on equal footing with international 
actors seeking to access its resources. The devolution of powers to the provinces 
or prefectures is also a recipe for the perseveration of the CAR’s national integrity 
increasingly threatened by secessionist attempts in its East

Challenges to sustainable peacebuilding in the CAR

The CAR’s regional neighbors face similar difficulties as the CAR. They are plagued 
by such issues as security weakness, undemocratic governance, economic hardship, 
and conflict. They are also involved in security-for-resources politics and economic 
partnerships that are hardly meant to ensure national wellbeing. Chad, Cameroon 
Gabon, and Congo all signed the decried Cooperation Accords. The addition of 
similar agreements with countries like China and Russia means regional neighbors 
may lack the standing to curb practices in the CAR in which they themselves are 
webbed. This is a pre-disposition for a weak regional peacebuilding architecture. 
When combined with conditions of poverty and underdevelopment, regional neigh-
bors then lack the capacity, human, financial and material, to field a sustainable 
IR for peace strategy in the CAR. The Inter-African Mission Monitoring the Bangui 
Agreements (Mission inter-Africaine de Surveillance des Accords de Bangui, MISAB) 
showcases this challenge. Created to help Patassé restore order following the muti-
nies of late 1996, it could not solve the CAR’s problems because it was a coalition of 
equally impoverished countries. Moreover, the MISAB was reliant on French support 
such that the termination of French logistics support on April 15, 1998, led to its 
end. With this state of affairs, regionalism has instead been viewed by regional 
neighbors as a tool for securing their own interests. This was exemplified by the in-
decorous use of the Multinational Force in the CAR (FOMUC) by Chad to accomplish 
its revenge on Patassé who also wished to use the peacekeeping force as a strategy 
to stamp his authority at home. Chad contributed 1/3rd of the FOMUC troops. Deby 
had grown to be Patassé’s stark enemy and therefore his huge participation in the 
FOMUC was suspicious. When Bozizé took over power, the FOMUC had been ordered 
to stand-down. 

The political economy behind the failure of the FOMUC raises worries about the 
ability of international actors to stall peace and progress in Africa. Deby has been 
tagged as a French bogeyman. A sub-regional strategy for peace in the CAR means 
preventing foreign actors from access to the CAR’s resources, whereas these ac-
tors, notably France, have historically not taken such attempts lightly. With Fran-
cophone African countries still in the (colonial) grip of France, a sub-regional peace 
strategy in the CAR might simply be some utopia especially with the failed regional 
peacebuilding architecture in the Economic Community of Central African States 
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(ECCAS) and the African Union (AU) unable to harness its comparative advantage 
for peacebuilding in Africa. Francophone African leaders allegedly take orders from 
France on how their States should be run. This claim is credible in the light of the 
presence of Colonel Jean-Claude Mantion in the Dacko II and Kolingba regimes. 
Loïc Le Floch-Prigent, a former CEO of the French state oil company Elf, was Idriss 
Deby’s adviser for oil affairs, a situation which speaks to the role of the interactions 
of well-established hierarchies in CAR’s conflict. He was at the center of the rift 
between Patassé and Deby over the exploitation of oil in the North of the CAR. 
There are also quite a good number of sources that argue for the perfection of 
Françafrique in Gabon. French influence over sub-regional neighbors is a recipe for 
the failure of a sub-regional strategy for sustainable peace in the CAR if at all it can 
even be initiated, thus the ability of international actors to be disruptive. Actors 
like China and Russia can be expected to field their own plots to prevent peace in 
the CAR. 

In addition to these challenges stemming from the international environment, there 
is a risk of the political usage of sovereignty by CAR political elites. Several theories 
have been used to explain why regional peacebuilding in Africa is ineffective or 
has done little to achieve its aims. In these analyses, sovereignty occupies a place 
of choice. Regionalism means that States sacrifice certain aspects of their sover-
eignty. They give up the right to control key monetary and economic levers, for 
example. African States have shown a lot of reluctance in making these sacrifices, 
often arguing for the paramountcy of state sovereignty. However, underlying these 
spurious arguments have often more concretely been the personal considerations of 
African leaders. It is the political usage of sovereignty that has prevented progress 
in regional integration in many instances in Africa. Where they do not think they 
will personally benefit from regionalism, African leaders quickly invoke sovereign-
ty. The strong implication of regional peacebuilding in the security and economic 
sectors of the CAR means that its leaders lose political control to a great extent 
in these sectors. Only if CAR leaders are able to commit to peace would they not 
be tempted to invoke sovereignty to stall a regional approach to the long-drawn 
insouciant dispute of the CAR. This is because addressing this problem by and large 
means that the established patterns of access to State resources through wielding 
State power will be eroded. It is exactly for these same reasons that CAR leaders 
have shown a lot of reluctance in giving up power. These issues also account for the 
few debates so far on stronger local government in the CAR.

Conclusion

This analysis set out to unpack the conflict trap in the CAR. It adopted a strategy of 
examining the structural conditions that have led to the dispute for the CAR which 
fuels the country’s conflict spiral. Three key local conditions were identified: state 
security weakness, authoritarian politics or tyrannic rule, and; underdevelopment. 
Lessons from the CAR can be used in other conflict settings where resurging violence 
co-exists with a rather insensitive dispute for resources. First, the CAR’s case shows 
that a State suffering from security weakness may seek assistance to make up for 
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its own lapses in the provision of defense and/or security. When State weakness 
becomes chronic, it might lead to a situation where the State has no choice but to 
keep relying on external actors for its security needs. This vulnerability may expose 
the State to unfair treatment from foreign actors who will take advantage of the 
situation, repeatedly, regardless of the consequences in terms of human security, 
the result being repeated conflict. Second, the case of the CAR informs us that 
autocrats may use defense and security accords, often collusive, to bolster their 
own authority at home especially in contexts where the State is not structurally 
fit to attend to its own defense and security concerns. In exchange for protection, 
authoritarian leaders in rentier States are ready to cede whole swathes of the econ-
omy. The readiness of foreign actors to indulge in such contracts with whichever 
leader means that dictators have no incentive to strengthen the state, notably 
security, plunging the State into a cycle of violence as the jealousy of other central 
powers may cause them to support violations. Finally, the CAR’s story tells us that 
failure to radically transform the economy means that resources remain at the 
center of the greed of great economic powers, whatever the consequences in terms 
of local peace and security. Even more compelling to explain underdevelopment 
and the insensitive dispute for resources is the problem of the greed of local elites 
and rebels. Lack of diversification means access to State power and/or administra-
tive positions gives access to wealth. The ability of foreign actors to negotiate the 
spoliation of local resources with the leaders of the day practicing exclusionary 
politics may become the norm and keeps the cycle of jealousies, and, therefore, 
instability alive. The prevalence of these three structural problems means that 
states like the CAR cannot stabilize themselves. However, since IPIs spearheaded 
by the global centers instead maintain fragile States in conflict and poverty traps, 
this study concluded that (sub-)regional peacebuilding led by neighbors is the best 
strategy for exit from conflict for the CAR and very much for such States. Strategies 
should involve mitigating security weakness and a lack of capacity in the economic 
sector. All the same challenges to such a strategy as demonstrated in the case of the 
CAR include such issues as lack of regional capacity and commitment; the potential 
for international actors to be disruptive, and; the political usage of sovereignty. 
These challenges suggest that a more radical approach to an exit from conflict 
in fragile States like the CAR may be needed. For example, a resolution could be 
adopted at the AU level granting the CAR a special status that establishes rules on 
how economic relations should be conducted with the country. Such rules must, 
however, be tailored to ensure the country benefits from its resources. However, 
political elites and civil servants must firmly commit to peace and national service.
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Abstract

Demographers have revealed that youth population in Sub-Saharan Africa is growing 
to become what is termed the youth bulge. This demographic phenomenon com-
bined with elusive formal wage employment in many African countries, provides a 
policy conundrum to many governments. The challenge has often resulted in youth 
becoming a de-stabilising force in many African countries including Zimbabwe. As 
a solution to youth unemployment and vulnerability, Zimbabwe adopted youth 
development and empowerment programmes. The efforts have, however, suffered 
from a myriad of challenges including lack of political will, political interference, 
under-funding, and marginalisation of the youth in decision making. The study is 
based on an empirical study on youth empowerment programmes in Zimbabwe and 
seeks to underscore the role of the youth empowerment discourse to peacebuilding. 
The study presents comprehensive perspectives on the youth empowerment matrix 
in Zimbabwe and how this can be a mitigating measure to lessen youth poverty 
and the inherent propensity to violence. The study argues that without proper and 
genuine youth development and empowerment, peace will continue to be elusive in 
Zimbabwe and the rest of Africa. It further submits that currently, Zimbabwe is out 
of kilter with Africa’s Agenda 2063 which acknowledges the primacy of youth em-
powerment to eliminate inequalities and marginalisation and eventually conflict.  

Key words: Youth bulge, peacebuilding, youth empowerment, conflict, demo-
graphic dividend

Introduction

Zimbabwe, like the majority of countries in Africa, is in the grip of a bulging youth 
demography. Young people aged 15-35 years are a very visible segment of the 
population in urban and rural areas of Zimbabwe. The last recent national census 
revealed that 75% of the population is under the age of 35 years (ZimStat., 2012). 
The youth bulge has been theorised by Huntington (1996) to be a potential source 
of political instability. Subsequent studies have affirmed Huntington’s theory and 
have emphasised the dangers inherent in youth bulges (Urdal, 2004, 2006). This 
position, however, has recently been questioned in emerging literature on youth 
demography (Goldstone et al. 2010).
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A cursory survey of the extant literature has revealed that the concept of youth 
is a contested terrain which is fluid and nebulous. Owing to the contestations sur-
rounding the term, coining of a concrete and universally embraced definition is 
problematic. There are two schools of thought in literature about the youth: one 
which classifies youth as an age band and the other one which defines youth as a 
social category. Many African countries have used the age band to define the youth 
category. The African Youth Charter defines youth as those aged 15 to 35, and 
the UN agency UNICEF uses the age band 15 to 24 (Gupte, te Lintelo and Barnett 
2014). For a study which he did in Zimbabwe, Wilkins (2013) observed the youth as 
a political category.  

In the field of social sciences, using the age categorisation to define the youth is 
problematic. Youth is seen as a social construct, because society has social expec-
tations on adult roles and responsibilities (Abbink and Van Kessel 2005; De Boeck 
and Honwana 2005; Honwana 2011; Ukeje and Iwilade 2012). Like any other social 
construct and phenomena, the term can be defined in the context of a given soci-
ety hence the term varies across time, space, gender and cultures. Scholars who 
have studied non-western societies such as (De Waal, 2002a; Newman, 2005) have 
observed that the term youth is a social construct and its definition should consider 
a number of factors like space, society and time. Through the readings of academic 
writings Eguavoen (2010: 268) observed that: 

In academic debates, youth is understood as social category that assembles indi-
viduals in the social transition stage between childhood and adulthood…as well 
as ‘adults without adult status,’ meaning individuals who have not succeeded 
in establishing themselves socially as adults by getting married, finding their 
own household and /or being able to take economic care of themselves and 
dependents. 

Many African countries have adopted the legal definition of youth. The Youth Char-
ter defines the youth or young people as ‘every person between the ages of 15 
and 35 years’ (African Youth Charter, 2013: 3). What is clear from the different 
definitions given is that youth is a state of transition from childhood to adulthood. 
This transition is marked by social, cultural and physical changes among this group 
(Mutisi, 2012). Zimbabwe’s National Youth Policy defines youth as people falling 
within the age cohort of 10-30 years despite their gender, race, colour, religion, 
political affiliation, marital status, physical or mental disability (National Youth 
Policy, 2013). So this study shall adopt this legal categorisation of the youth. 

Background

In the last four decades, the demographic profile of Sub-Saharan Africa has consid-
erably changed. The population of the youth cohort has remarkably ballooned to 
result in a demographic pattern called ‘the youth bulge.’ The UN Population Fund 
(2011) defines the youth bulge as an ‘extraordinary youth cohort relative to the 
adult population’. Mpungose and Monyae (2018: 2) gave a region specific definition 
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of the youth bulge. They defined the youth bulge as ‘a large youth demographic 
that is either unemployed or underemployed due to lack of education, skills, formal 
work opportunities and low participation in policy processes’. Tracey and Kahutia 
(2017) postulated that, around 65% of total population in Africa is under the age of 
35 with over 50% of the population constituted by the youth in most countries. The 
World Bank estimates that the youth constitute 200 million of the total population 
in Africa, making up 20% of the population, 40% of the workforce and 60% of the 
unemployed on the continent (World Bank, 2010). Below is a projection of the 
world youth population from 1950-2050.

The projection of the population patterns make Africa the youngest region in the 
world in terms of population. Such population dynamics provide significant and 
considerable opportunities for sustainable development for the African continent. 

The population dynamics in Africa presents enormous socio-economic opportunities 
and challenges alike. According to Hope (2012:233), the bulging youth population 
in Africa has emerged as a very important development challenge of this era. The 
marginalisation and hopelessness among youth is a ticking bomb for the developing 
world hence engaging the youth for the development of the region is now imperative 
(Hope 2012:221). Under circumstances of investment in youth programmes bent 
on unlocking their potential through empowerment packages such as education, 
skills training, and entrepreneurial support, Africa is set to reap the demographic 
dividend. According SAIIA (2018) bulging youth demography has a double effect. 
It provides a large skilled population that can either contribute or invest in their 
societies. Adversely, the large youth demography could provide the perfect basis 
for home-grown violence, terrorism and socio-political unrest if the youth are dis-
gruntled and dissatisfied owing to poor job prospects and educational opportunities 
SAIIA (2018).
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  The African Union (2012) acknowledged that a young population is an invaluable 
resource that can result in innovation and can agitate for accountable or good 
governance. The preamble to the African Union Charter avers the importance of 
youthhood and has acknowledged that young people are both an asset and a devel-
opmental challenge (African Union, 2009).  This is reiterated by Kabonga, (2016) 
who asserted that the youth’s energy, inventiveness, character and orientation is 
paramount in defining the pace and trajectory of development and the security of 
a nation. The nation’s economic and socio-political development can be shaped by 
the creative talents and labour power of the youth (Kabonga, 2016). In line with 
this acknowledgement, the African Union dedicated year 2017 to ‘Harnessing the 
Demographic Dividend through Investments in Youth’. 

The youth bulge demographic phenomenon combined with elusive formal wage 
employment so rampant in many African countries, have provided a policy conun-
drum to many governments. Previous studies have established that this challenge 
has resulted in youth becoming a de-stabilising force in many African countries 
including Zimbabwe. Meeting in Malabo, Equatorial Guinea in 2011 for the African 
Union Summit, African heads of state and government decided to accelerate the 
2009-2018 decade of Youth Action Plan.  It was noted at the summit that rising 
youth unemployment is an impending threat to stability in the continent (AU, 
2011). An abnormally huge proportion of the youth cohort with the majority of 
them entering the working age population exacerbates unemployment among this 
demographic group, in the process prolonging dependency on parents, diminish 
self-esteem and ultimately breeds frustration. A remarkably huge youth population 
which remains out of gainful employment is a liability, and it further undermines 
economic growth prospects (Agor, Taiwo & Smith, 2012). According to Bricker and 
Foley (2013), the bulging of the 17-26 years age set is quite interesting to consider 
in a socio-economic investigation of the youth bulge. This age group is said to be 
mature and economically active, and if unsatisfied by the economic opportunities 
available to them will engage in political violence. 

According to the proponents of the youth bulge theory, the incidence of violence in 
a given society is relative to the size of its youth population. Leahy et al. (2007:24) 
observe that the majority of the wars raging on in the world today are in demo-
graphically young nations. If this view is anything to go by, Sub-Saharan Africa is at a 
greater risk of violent conflict because its youth represent the majority share of the 
population pyramid (Eguavoen, 2010:268). There are other contributory factors to 
the incidence of violent conflict in the world other than demographic implications 
alone. If the emergence of large youth populations meet with a stagnant economy 
and concomitant unemployment, the incidence of violent conflict rises because of 
the low opportunity cost for youth to engage in political violence (Weber, 2013; 
Bricker & Foley, 2013). Urdal (2006), Barakat and Urdal (2009) and Marcus and 
Maloney (2008) concur that youth bulge alone does not generate violence but 
rather submit that economic and political factors that accompany the large youth 
populations are equally important causal factors.
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Globally, youth unemployment has been on a steady increase over the last three 
years. Between 2015 and 2016, the number of unemployed young people slightly 
rose from 69.4 to 69.6 across the world (ILO, 2016). The International Labour Or-
ganisation (2017a) predicted that global youth unemployment would reach 13,1% in 
2017. ILO (2017a) further submits that the youth labour force diminished globally by  
34.9 million in the last two decades, but the youth population soared by a whopping 
139 million persons. In Sub-Saharan Africa, there is growing concern that due to the 
rising youth population, youth unemployment is also rising (UNECA, 2013). By 2010, 
the youth were estimated to constitute 43.7% of the total unemployed in the world 
(ILO, 2010). The situation is not different in Sub-Saharan Africa where 60% of those 
who are unemployed are the youth (ILO, 2010). With a youth population expected 
to double by 2045, creation of employment through empowerment programmes 
for this demographic group becomes a top priority for many governments in the 
sub-region.

Zimbabwe’s situation is consistent with what is obtaining in the other parts of the 
continent. The country has a pre-dominantly young population with 77% of the 13 
061239 people estimated to be below the age of 35 years (Zimbabwe Human Rights 
Commission, 2018). A huge proportion of these young people remain outside formal 
employment, and they suffer from poverty and other social vulnerabilities like 
sexual abuses. A Youth Situation Analysis conducted by the then Ministry of Youth, 
Indigenisation and Economic Empowerment with support from UNICEF confirmed 
that the youth in Zimbabwe are confronted with a quantum of challenges such as: 
high unemployment rates, poor quality education and limited educational opportu-
nities, limited civic engagement opportunities, among an array of other challenges 
(ZHRC, 2018). In 2017, another survey was conducted by the Zimbabwe Youth Task 
Force and noted the following as the key challenges being faced by the youth: 
high unemployment, exorbitant education of less quality, limited civic space for 
effective participation in economic and political spaces, exploitation by politicians 
for political violence especially during election time, youth migration, lack of clear 
frameworks for youth development (limited development channelled through par-
tisan lines) (ZHRC, 2018). This survey placed Zimbabwe in the 75 to 100 category, 
alluding that the youth in the country are experiencing extreme poverty. According 
to Mokoena (2013), owing to unemployment the youth are caught in a vicious circle 
of poverty and that translates into social exclusion, lack of participation, lack of 
command over resources, insecurity and vulnerability. Though Zimbabwe is not 
experiencing an open revolt, according to Agbor et al. (2012) youth joblessness is 
an enormous cost to society in terms of lost potential growth through demographic 
dividend and increased crime. 

Moreover, Openheimer et al, (2011) posits that Africa is expected to be an urban 
continent by 2025. In the next thirty years, the African urban population is expect-
ed to increase by 0.8 billion to reach 1.2 billion by 2050 (United Nations, 2010). 
This growth in urbanisation is paramount in reaping the potential benefits of the 
demographic dividend (AU, 2012). The policy decisions of countries on demographic 
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dividend should therefore consider the trends in youth urban migration. This is so 
because youth in urban centres provide an enormous untapped opportunity for 
development. However, they pose as a potential risk if their basic needs are not 
addressed (Agbor et al (2012). Massive rural-urban migration of the youth creates 
pressure on finite resources like water and other amenities like housing. A large 
pool of youths in urban centres as a result of migration creates a demographic 
group that is educated yet frustrated, and this creates a greater impetus for cur-
rent measures to promote stability and youth productivity (Agbor et al. 2012).

Notwithstanding the fact that young people whose needs are not addressed, pose 
a threat to peace and stability, they play a crucial role in positively transforming 
conflict situations and in building the foundations of democratic and peaceful so-
cieties. The role of young people in peacebuilding is epitomised by the United Na-
tions’ Security Council Resolution (UNSCR 2250/2015) which currently is the major 
terms of reference for much of the work on the role of youth in building sustainable 
peace. Resolution 2250 avers the important role young people can play in conflict 
resolution and peacebuilding efforts (CSDC, 2017). The resolution also affirms the 
importance of engaging the youth in order to establish durable peace and also 
contributing to justice and reconciliation. More importantly, UNSCR 2250/2015 
recognised that a large youth population presents the opportunity for demographic 
dividend that can be a recipe for lasting peace and economic progress if inclusive 
policies are put in place (CSDC, 2017). 

Moreover, the African Union had in 2011, established the African Governance 
Architecture-Youth Engagement Strategy (AGA-YES) under its citizen engagement 
objectives. This is a normative framework related to two ongoing development 
agendas–the United Nations’ 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, and the 
African Union’s Agenda 2063. AGA-YES provides the theoretical framework for the 
effective engagement with young people in promoting democratic governance 
processes in the continent.  This seeks to enhance attempts towards youth partic-
ipation in the transformation and prevention of conflicts, peacebuilding and post 
conflict reconstruction and development as well as achievement of transparent 
and accountable governance in Africa. Agenda 2063’s Aspiration 6 advocates for 
development which is people driven and seeks to unleash the potential of women 
and youth.  Adopted at an AU Summit in 2015 in Addis Ababa, Agenda 2063 is 
a normative framework that seeks to put Africa on the path of socio-economic 
growth and development to become prosperous and vibrant by 2063. The Agenda 
represents “a call to action to all Africans and people of African descent, to take 
personal responsibility for the destiny of the continent and as the primary agents 
of change and transformation” (AUC, 2015a: 13). The agenda is guided by the AU 
vision and has seven clear aspirations but this study focussed on aspiration six. 
Aspiration six seeks to, by 2063, establish a prosperous Africa with women and 
youth playing a pivotal role in this development.  
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Methodology

The study is a result of the both quantitative and qualitative methods. A total of 
329 youth with an average age of 27 years participated in the study by completing 
the questionnaires. Stratified-purposive sampling was used to recruit the youth 
for the study. The gender split was roughly even with 167 (50.8%) males and 161 
(48.9%) females, and one not specified. This was augmented by 14 interviewees who 
were purposively recruited. Secondary data was retrieved from academic journals, 
newspapers and magazine articles.  Further details were taken from the ministry of 
youth policy documents, workshop reports and minutes of meeting.  

Conceptualising youth empowerment

Youth empowerment is very central to this study hence it is important to concep-
tualise the term. Empowerment is defined by such terms as “self-strength, control, 
self-power, self-reliance, own choice…capacity to fight for one’s rights, independ-
ence, own decision making, being free, awakening, and capability” (Narayan, 
2002:13). A definition which has been commonly used by many researchers is that 
which was coined by Zimmerman and Warschausky (1998:4). They defined empow-
erment as “processes and outcomes relating to issues of control, critical awareness, 
and participation”. According to Ratna & Rifkin (2007), empowerment involves the 
creation of opportunities and inspiration for those who do not have them. What 
can be deduced from the above is that people who are considered empowered 
are critical agents in the trajectory of development and have a role to play in the 
welfare and improvement of their lives. Any meaningful empowerment should be 
able to meet the people’s needs, which include “food, shelter, wealth, education, 
work, a clean environment, security, and democratic choice” (Mudavadi, 2002:26).

 

Youth empowerment therefore is the creation of circumstances which enhance the 
development and productiveness of young people as they transit into adulthood. 
The Zimbabwe National Youth Policy (2013) defines youth empowerment as the 
creation of a conducive environment which provides the youth the liberty to elect, 
participate and take decisions in matters that affect them. Empowerment enables 
the youth to be active in the process of development in the country and commu-
nities. The youth empowerment discourse is informed by the understanding that 
young men and women provide the best resource for development and they are the 
vehicles of change (MSYA, 2007:13). This empowerment is said to be at individual, 
organizational, or community level. 

In order to understand the youth empowerment discourse and how it leads to peace-
building, the paper adopted the human needs theory. It is the argument of this 
study that any youth empowerment programme that does not address and meet the 
needs of the youth would not result in demographic dividend hence lasting peace. 
The human needs theory provides an explanation behind human behaviour and ac-
tions (Askorov, 2011:161). Human needs theory is underpinned by the philosophical 
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understanding that all human beings have universal human needs which should be 
satisfied to guarantee peaceful co-existence in society (Danielson, 2005:4). The 
theory holds that in an environment where the people’s basic psychological and 
physiological needs are neglected, conflict and violence is bound to take place 
(Ikejauku & Dauda, 2011:61). As one of the fore thinkers of the conceptualisation of 
basic human needs, John Burton identifies very encompassing human needs which 
are not limited to material needs like food, clothing and shelter but also entail 
psychological needs such as safety and security, distributive justice, recognition, 
identity, self-esteem, belongingness, personal fulfilment, freedom and personal 
development (Burton, 1993:13; Danesh, 2011:63). The neglect of these needs ar-
gues Avruch (2013:41), is motivation for protracted conflict. It is the argument of 
this study that attempts to address the youth bulge and turn it into a demographic 
dividend should encompass the needs of the youth which are not only physical but 
also psychological. This in turn leads into lasting and durable peace. Because of 
this, at the heart of any peacebuilding intervention should be the idea of meeting 
human needs: ‘for security and order, for a reasonable standard of living, and for 
recognition of identity and worthy’ (Evans, 1993:39).

Problematizing the youth bulge.

The African youth bulge has been extensively researched and the studies are laced 
with potential challenges that youths in contemporary Africa face (Mecha, 2013). 
Applied to the expanding youth population in Africa is the youth bulge theory. The 
phrase ‘youth bulge’ refers to a phenomenon when the population share of the 
15-24 year-olds is above 20% and that of the 0-14 year-olds is higher than 30% of 
the total population (Schomaker, 2013). Heinsohn (2003) observes that the excess 
of young adult males within any given youth bulge is the explanation behind most 
internal civil and social instability, which is civil war, terrorism or genocide. These 
excess young adult males according to Heinsohn (2003) are susceptible to all forms 
of violence, which can result from indoctrination by political and various sorts of 
religious extremists.  The youth bulge theory suggests that African societies whose 
share of youths is above 20% of the total population are more likely to experience 
violent conflict (Sommers, 2011:294).  This is because more and younger men face 
serious socio-economic challenges and are thus more susceptible to engage in vio-
lent acts (Sommers, 2011:294).

However, some studies have started to question and oppose the negative perception 
of youth involvement in conflict. Literature advocating for the youth bulge thesis 
focus only on the destructive involvement of the youth in conflict. Though many 
of the quantitative studies on the youth bulge have confirmed a strong correlation 
between a rising youth population and increased incidence of violence (Leahy et al. 
2007; Cincotta 2008), they have overlooked the positive capacities and the urgency 
the youth possess to engage actively in peace processes. The argument of the youth 
restlessness gained credibility during the 1990s when the youth were involved in in-
surgencies in Sierra Leone, Nigeria and Liberia (Ukeje and Iwilade 2012). In recent 
years, the Arab uprisings are thought of as initiated and perpetuated by young peo-
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ple (Ezbawy 2012; Al-Momani 2011). The relationship between youth and violence 
has also been observed outside war contexts. Youth gangs have been identified as 
increasing the levels of violent crime in some countries (Gupte et al. 2014; Kunkel-
er & Peters 2011; Jones and Rodgers 2009; WDR 2011). Increased migration among 
the youth from the rural areas to urban centres, has led to the rapid expansion 
of African cities with young populations (Gupte et al. 2014; UN-Habitat 2014). As 
result there are increased slums in developing countries’ cities which face high 
levels of violence, usually perpetrated by the youth. 

The thesis that links youth bulges to violence has, however, been questioned for 
overlooking some realities of life. Sommers (2011) warns against overreliance on 
correlational data, which though may be valid but sometimes could not provide 
full explanations and might omit the everyday realities of youth. He and other 
scholars also caution against the discourses that describe youth as an undifferen-
tiated mass of security threats (Sommers 2011: 297). Sommers has demonstrated 
that many countries with young populations do not experience violent conflict and 
countries where wars have ended (Angola, Burundi, Liberia, Mozambique, Sierra 
Leone, Rwanda) still have a youth bulge. Mecha (2013) also argues that the nega-
tive perspective about the youth bulge projects African young men as passive and 
powerless victims of the socio-economic situation. 

McEvoy-Levy (2001:25), argue that the ‘youth bulge script’ has neglected the ca-
pacity and potential the youth possess in contributing to peacebuilding activities. 
Beginning around 2000, serious discussions on the role of young people to the peace 
process started to emerge. Literature by McEvoy-Levy (2006c), Kemper (2005) is 
part of the earliest attempts to challenge the narrative linking the youth bulge 
to conflict and provided an alternative narrative of the role the youth can play 
in constructive peace. According to McEnvy-Levy (2006c: 301), the youth are so 
paramount in the peace process and it is essential to give them ownership of the 
activities involved. Kemper (2005: 50) submits that the youth need to be involved 
in the entire duration of the peace program, from design, implementation to the 
evaluation of the programs in order to make sure that youth concerns and needs 
are catered for. 

The apparent large youth cohort in Africa provides the continent with a window 
of opportunity economically and also on the frontier of peace. Economically, the 
continent stand to benefit from what has been described in literature as the de-
mographic dividend. The demographic dividend according to UNFPA (2014) is the 
potential of economic growth that emanates from shifts in a population’s age struc-
ture, particularly when the share of the working-age group (15 to 64) outweighs 
that of the non-working-age share of the population (14 and younger, and 65 and 
older). Drummond, Thakoor, and Yu (2014) understand the demographic dividend 
as a product of shifts from a bottom or top heavy age structure to one dominated by 
the working-age adults. When a nation goes through a demographic transition from 
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a high fertility and high mortality to a low fertility and low mortality equilibrium, 
the size of the working age population mechanically increases (AU, 2012).   Owing 
to this, a cycle of economic growth develops as the output per capita increases. 

Translating the youth bulge into development reality or demographic dividend is 
not without complications (Bloom et al. 2007; Canning, Raja, and Yazbeck 2015). 
The foremost challenge to the realisation of the demographic dividend that eventu-
ally leads to peace according to Eastwood and Lipton (2011) has been lack of com-
mitment by the political leadership in creating and pursuing truly transformative 
agendas, as well as enabling contexts, to maximise the potential and value of an 
expanding working-age population. While the accelerated economic growth of the 
demographic dividend remains a possibility for many African nations, the critical 
political and policy decisions needed to seize and harness it remain largely missing 
(Izugbara, Tilahun & Owii, 2018). The realisation of the demographic dividend is so 
key to the realisation of peace and security in Africa. 

The African Union declared 2017 as the year for “Harnessing the Demographic 
Dividend through Investment in the Youth” and implored for the development of a 
comprehensive roadmap with clear deliverables and milestones to guide Member 
States and Regional Economic Communities on key steps to take, beyond 2017, 
towards harnessing the demographic dividend in Africa. Setting aside the year 2017 
as the year of the youth was meant to implore member states to reconfigure and 
re-commit their youth engagement policies in socio-economic development. This 
was said to enhance the continent’s ability to tap from the bulging youth popula-
tion. As argued by Kennedy (1993) that revolutions occur more often in countries 
with large populations of “energetic, frustrated, young men”, how the energy of 
these young men are channelled matters for the building of peace. The commit-
ment of governments to the long-term development with visions and actions that 
allow the demographic dividend to thrive is key to the establishment of durable 
peace in Africa. Africa’s potential to harness the demographic dividend through 
pursuing policies that help the region to seize the emerging opportunity of the bulg-
ing youth population is fundamental to the realisation of peace in the continent. 
Of course, the demographic dividend has been rightfully acknowledged and ratified 
by the African Union as a critical tool for achieving a peaceful and prosperous 
Africa (Izugbara, Tilahun & Owii, 2018). Nonetheless, African countries’ efforts for 
the realisation of the demographic dividend remain largely unarticulated, at best 
rhetorical (Izugbara, Tilahun & Owii, 2018). For the youth bulge to become a de-
mographic dividend, structural changes in programmes that cater for the needs of 
the youth are required. These changes include skills development, education, and 
entrepreneurial training and land policies to give the youth access to the means of 
production. So critical to harnessing the demographic dividend which is important 
to peacebuilding is youth empowerment programmes by countries in the African 
region.
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Youth empowerment programmes in Zimbabwe

Since independence the government of Zimbabwe has had youth programmes meant 
to benefit young people and make the transition into adulthood seamless. In recent 
years, the youth empowerment discourse has been linked to the promulgation of 
the Zimbabwe Youth Council Act in 1997. This was followed by the promulgation 
of the National Youth Policy (NYP) in 2000, which now thenceforward became the 
flagship of youth empowerment in the country. The NYP affirms that government 
acknowledges empowerment of young people to enable them to reach their full 
potential as individuals, as members of communities, political and social action 
groups. Youth empowerment discourse in Zimbabwe is anchored on three strategic 
areas that are drawn from the National Youth Policy which are: education, skills 
development and entrepreneurial support. Hence a catalogue of empowerment 
programmes have been implemented within the framework of these strategic areas.

The land reform programme in Zimbabwe is one such programme which is lauded 
as an empowerment vehicle for the majority of the population. In Zimbabwe, espe-
cially in rural Zimbabwe, land is paramount in poverty reduction, sustainable live-
lihoods and secure food (Murinda, Rangarirai and Saruchera, 2014). In other words, 
land is so crucial in the empowerment of rural communities including the youth. 
Notwithstanding this realisation, the fast track land reform in Zimbabwe was craft-
ed, implemented and executed without due consideration and participation of the 
youth. The government never sought the interests of young people in a programme 
which was so crucial and which permanently change the land tenure system in the 
country. Only 18% of young people confirmed that government seeks the views of 
the youth in the formulation and implementation of all youth programmes. This 
confirms lack of participation by the youth in programmes that affect them. Hence 
the programming of the land reform did not consider the needs of the youth. This 
is despite youth unemployment and poverty being closely linked to high levels of 
landlessness (Paul, 2007). The process did not address the challenges of access to 
land by the youth which has continued to be a stumbling block to the youth who 
want to venture into agriculture. The tenure system which favoured households had 
a very limited direct individual benefit for the young people. Instead the system 
benefited mainly the age groups which were older enough to have participated in 
the liberation war of the 1970s (Muranda, Rangarirai and Saruchera, 2014). Because 
land was used for political transactions, those who were older enough to be active 
in politics benefited more from the process. The political frenzy under which the 
land reform was carried out made it exclusionary to the majority of the youth. Sa-
chikonye (2002) Hammar, Raftopoulos, and Jensen (2003) concur that land reform 
was used as a response to the waning ZANU-PF support and the growing opposition.

 

Moreover, the land reform process failed to prioritise vulnerable groups of society 
such as the youth, women and the poor. Sait, Pedersen and Solberg (2013) concurs 
that often the youth are marginalised in ownership and management of assets in 
agricultural production, especially land. Though land reform in Zimbabwe should 
be credited for promoting a fair distribution of resources, the process though failed 
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to address bias against the youth in terms of access to land (Chambati, 2011). 
Zimbabwe is an agri-based economy and failure to deal with issues of access to land 
among the youth would not address unemployment so rampant in this demographic 
group. Manyeruke and Hamauswa (2012) acknowledge that the land reform exercise 
was an attempt to ease the mounting tensions in the country and could have been 
used to establish a firm foundation for peace and sustainable development. But the 
failure of the land reform programme to empower the young people then resulted 
in the tensions mounting as youth unemployment surged. The government failed to 
make land an empowering tool for the youth hence the surging youth restlessness 
and potential conflict. 

The importance of training and skills acquisition for the youth featured promi-
nently among the key informants. This is consistent with the NYP which affirms 
the importance of education and skills development in the youth development and 
empowerment discourse (Kabonga, 2016). The lack of technical skills among the 
youth has resulted in the limited contribution from the youth towards economic 
development and this has resulted in economic and social marginalisation (Surbrah-
manyam 2013). According to Mambo (2010) one of the major reasons which has 
resulted in youth unemployment hence lack of empowerment is lack of skills. To fill 
this skills gap the government of Zimbabwe adopted the Integrated Skills Outreach 
Programme (ISOP) in 2006. ISOP was launched with the aim of empowering youth 
with technical, vocational and entrepreneurial skills to make them employable and 
also participate in the mainstream economy (Nyika, 2016). ISOP is the quintessence 
of the Zimbabwe NYP and was “aimed at addressing the challenges of youth unem-
ployment” (Murinda, 2014:23). Though this was a welcoming gesture towards youth 
empowerment, this has remained insufficient for the youth in the country. For the 
youth who took part in the study only 23% confirmed that they received some form 
of training in the economic activity which they are involved in. With one vocational 
training institution per province to train youth in vocational skills, this is inadequate 
to cater for the youth population in need of training in these provinces. Zimbabwe 
has approximately 300 000 students who graduate from high school every year 
(The Standard, 2014). The majority of these cannot be absorbed by the available 
universities and colleges making vocational training for skills development of these 
young people a requisite. 

Moreover for those who are trained, they lack funding and other technical support 
to start incoming generating projects. Only 14% and 17% confirmed receiving some 
form of support from government and civil society respectively. One civil society 
confirmed that they do not give any form of support to graduates after training. 
They leave them to go and fend for themselves. The general macro-economic fun-
damentals do not help the situation. In a shrinking economy where the established 
businesses are closing, youth initiated projects could not see the light of day. The 
country experienced hyperinflation that caused an economic recession, which has 
been exacerbating in subsequent years. This has resulted in the majority of the 
youth who are idle to become increasingly agitated by the obtaining socio-eco-
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nomic environment. This shows how youth empowerment is heavily linked to the 
macro-economic environment. So one of the biggest hurdles to the successful 
implementation of youth empowerment programmes lies in the poor economic 
performance that characterizes the Zimbabwean economy and its poor rankings 
internationally. 

In 2014, the government of Zimbabwe through the Ministry of Higher and Tertiary 
Education (MoHTE) in collaboration with the International Labour Organisation de-
veloped a draft National Skills Development Policy (NSDP) with the view of aligning 
the education and training sector to the socio-economic development of Zimbabwe 
(Murinda, 2014). The Mission of the policy framework is, “To empower individuals 
through the provision of employable skills for sustainable development of the econ-
omy without discrimination” (Mambo, 2010: 25).  According to Murinda (2014) the 
policy framework is comprehensive in that it covers all forms of skills development 
offered by all stakeholders which include formal, non-formal and informal skills 
development, sports, music and performing arts; all skills development conducted 
in schools, public and private institutions. Results have shown that institutions 
continue to churn out graduates who are out of kilter with requirements of the 
job market. Though the National Skills Development Policy could have changed 
the skills training in the country, the education sector has dragged its fit in imple-
menting the NSDP. Despite the well-intentions of the skills development system in 
Zimbabwe, it has suffered from non-implementation. In a shrinking economy like 
Zimbabwe where formal employment has continued to dwindle downwards, skills 
development becomes very crucial. 

Acquisition of skills by the youth demonstrates government’s commitment to youth 
development through socio-economic empowerment. The socio-economic empow-
erment of youth translates into long term peace. Research has shown that youth 
restlessness and their recruitment into radical political organisations depends on 
the opportunity cost. Murinda (2014:2) argues that skills developed by youth will 
make them not to leave their communities in search of employment in urban are-
as. It therefore can be argued that state youth empowerment drive that seeks to 
promote sustainable livelihoods and critical social empowerment is salient to the 
enhancement of the peace process in the country.

It should be acknowledged that the government of Zimbabwe attempted to fund 
youth self-help projects in order to deal with unemployment and under-employ-
ment among the youth. According to Bhebhe et al. (2015: 51) government launched 
policies, economic blueprints, projects and programmes with the view of resolving 
unemployment. To this end, the government in 2009 initiated a youth development 
fund which was to be a revolving fund meant to financially support youth initiated 
income-generating projects. The funds were from the Indigenisation programme 
and were under the Ministry of Youth Empowerment and Indigenisation and com-

mercial banks assisted with the distribution of the funds. Under the auspices of the 
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youth empowerment banner, the fund was allocated USD 150 000 from national 
treasury which the commercial banks were to assist in the distribution. The fund 
was increased to USD1 000 000 in December 2010 and further increased to USD10 
000 000 by 2012.

Despite these well intentioned gestures by the government towards youth empow-
erment, the impact of the programme on the youth was very limited. Though the 
banks were involved in the distribution of the funds and also to provide technical 
support, the system was dogged by default of repayment by assumed beneficiar-
ies. Evidence suggest that those who benefited defaulted on repayment and this 
is blamed for the discontinuity of the programme and for it to lose its intended 
impact. One youth officer confirmed this development:

Look, they come and get the money and never bother to repay the money 
because they just say its government money therefore there is no need to pay 
back the money.

There are political undertones in the reason for non-compliance with repayment 
of loan. Patronage politics by the government was cited as the reason behind the 
non-committal behaviour of the beneficiaries to repay the loans. Political parties 
which in previous round of elections have depended on the young people, especially 
males, for votes and intimidation of the electorate resulted in this state of affairs. 
Government did not want to be seen to disappoint a very important constituency 
as this would discredit them in the next election.  Non-payment of the loans by the 
grantees was so rampant that in one district an estimated 80% defaulted. This was 
because of the youth receiving funding for non-viable projects which eventually 
collapsed without making any meaning impact. The government left the projects 
by the youth to monitor themselves hence government was not aware of the pro-
gress being made. The youth district offices lacked resources to implement proper 
monitoring and evaluation of the funded projects. The underfunding of the youth 
ministry was a frequent cry among the government officials in the ministry. This 
translated into government projects left half-done or not done at all. 

Besides, the youth fund programme was said to have been fraught with corruption 
in the allocation of the funds. Only 19% of the participants across the country 
acknowledged that application for and granting of loans for income generating 
projects was not burdensome. The rest (81%) regarded access to loans for projects 
as very difficult. The difficulty emanate from the corruption which the programme 
was said to be gripped with. The Newsday (2014) acknowledged that the pro-
gramme was shrouded in controversy and allegations of corruption. Though the 
programme could have made a profound impact on the youth empowerment drive, 
this was whittled down owing to a number of leaks which dogged the programme. 
The money which financially reached the youth was reduced due to corruption and 
government bureaucracy. The manipulation of the youth empowerment discourse 
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for political expediency was also seen in the previous recent elections. The govern-
ment announced the establishment of the first youth-centric bank (Empowerment 
Bank) which was launched in 2018. The bank was to provide social and financial 
solutions to the financially excluded with particular focus on the youth. Youth 
Empowerment Bank as his administration moves in to empower young people by 
funding various economic projects for them. 

How the youth empowerment drive is related and linked to the building of peace 
in the country is so fascinating. The nexus between youth economic empowerment 
and peacebuilding in the country was so apparent. Of those who participated in the 
study 68% believed that the correlation of economic empowerment to the peace 
process is so strong. Moreover, 67% believed that a youth population which is so-
cially and economically insecure is inclined to be violent. This confirms Urdal’s 
assertion that if young people are kept out of employment it breeds dissatisfaction 
and grievance which ultimately results in conflict (Urdal, 2004). Collier (2000:94) 
believes that young men’s willingness to join a rebellion is influenced by their 
ability to secure alternative source of income. He further argues that if young men 
are subjected to conditions of poverty and unemployment, they go into rebellion as 
a safety valve. But where youth empowerment programmes have an impact, they 
promote social cohesion. 65% of the participants confirmed this phenomenon. One 
interviewee confirmed that the recent protests which has gripped Zimbabwe since 
2016 have been dominated by the youths who are becoming dissatisfied by the 
status quo and are demanding for change amid a deteriorating socio-economic en-
vironment. The study established that for Zimbabwe to convert its youth bulge into 
a demographic dividend hence peace, the country should conscientiously engage in 
programmes that empower the youth. 

Conclusion

The case of Zimbabwe illustrates the fact that countries that lack economic, in-
stitutional, or political resources, or political will to effectively integrate youth 
into the mainstay of the economy risk social upheavals and instability. Because 
Zimbabwe lacks the above, it is far removed from the path towards Agenda 2063 
As the economic pressures intensifies, youths, initially as independent agents, and 
later as instruments of political factions turn to violence. The youth empowerment 
programmes that the government has been embarking on have suffered from a 
myriad of challenges. These programmes have been subjected to political manipu-
lation which in the process has left them diluted and their impact insignificant. The 
ministry that presides over youth affairs has suffered from perennial underfunding 
from government. This has rendered this arm of government which should deal with 
youth affairs redundant and ineffective. If nothing is done to address the youth 
problem, the country is likely to be thrown into a scenario of instability as the 
restless youth begin to agitate for change of the political establishment. Beginning 
year 2016, Zimbabwe has been experiencing economic induced protests which are 
dominated by the youth. This should be a cause for concern for peace practitioners 
and the government.
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ABSTRACT

The phenomenon of migration has been recorded to be a part of human history. 
Over the years, scholars have averred that people migrate for different reasons. 
While some do so for economic reasons and in search of greener pastures, others 
do so to escape either the wrath of the society or the government owing from 
their actions and way of life. This phenomenon is not restricted to gender and 
age, as both males and females, old and young, engage in this act. Of late, it has 
been discovered that there is a huge desire of youths, including those who have 
jobs, to exit the country, thereby leading to a massive emigration of youths out 
of Nigeria. Although it is an undeniable fact that the economy of the country is in 
shambles, which leads to a desire to search for greener pastures elsewhere, the 
trend in the youths’ desire and rush to leave Nigeria transcends this sole reason. 
The belief among the youths that a good life exists only outside of Nigeria and 
they must therefore leave the country’s shores has emerged as a youth culture. 
This paper investigated the reasons for this emerging culture among the youths in 
Nigeria using failed migrants who have attempted to emigrate via the Sahara and 
the Mediterranean into Europe bringing to fore the technological innovation which 
the Social Media presents for job creation. The paper concluded with suggestions 
on workable ways to dissuade this act among the youths so that the AU Vision of 
2063 can be realizable. 

Keywords: migration, youth inclusion, job creation, ethnography , family factor

Introduction

Through many epochs, Africans have migrated across what has been termed to 
be international boundaries as pastoralists, traders, muggers, refugees etc. The 
scramble for Africa by the colonialists which eventually led to the partitioning of 
Africa following the Berlin Conference of 1885/1887, brought about artificial border 
that resulted to the curtailment of free movement of people, goods and services 
across the traditional, lax borders thus making movement across these borders 
restrictive and illegal without proper documentation. However, movements across 
these borders are carried out both legally and illegally by African migrants ranging 
from academia, skilled and unskilled men, women and the youths. This adventure 
is usually targeted towards seeking greener pastures and as such, endeavour to 
maneuver their ways through into the Europe, the US, Canada and even to some 
African countries most especially in the South African Development Commission 
(SADC) region either legally or illegally. 
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This phenomenon of massive migration has evoked scholarly recognition and con-
sciousness (Chaichian 2014)). Globally, a number of reasons has been identified 
to be responsible for this drive. Such reasons include acquiring higher education, 
getting better jobs, starting a life by getting married and raising a family. In 2016, 
statistics revealed that about 71 million youths remained unemployed global-
ly therefore making the search for a greener pasture majorly tied to getting a 
“better” job offer (International Labour Organization, 2016). In 2017, the number 
increased to over 201 million with a forecast of an increase of 2.7 million in 2018 
(International Labour Organization, 2017; PEGASUS, 2018). In West Africa, the drive 
for such adventure by the youth is quite rife and alarming. This is witnessed in the 
alarming number of youths emigrating either legally or illegally (Quartz Africa, 
2016). 

In Nigeria, this phenomenon largely remains a critical scenario especially as many 
of the illegal migrants are being repatriated in their thousands from across Libya 
lately and are being kept in various camps across their different states. So many 
resigned their jobs and sold off their properties purposely for this course and in 
my interaction with a cross section of the Nigerian youths, quite a great number 
are still willing to follow suit. Although, the reason given for their desire to leave 
solely hinges on getting a better life outside of Africa and as such remains resolute 
to risk their lives through the desert to cross into Europe but evidently, a great 
number of them do not succeed in getting this life they anticipated after spending 
a good number of their youthful years abroad.  Therefore, this paper examines 
the phenomenon of migration most importantly emigration in Nigeria with a view 
to critically and systematically analyse the root causes of the massive youth em-
igration witnessed currently in Nigeria. This paper mainly focuses on the various 
occurrences that has over the formative years gradually led the average Nigerian 
youth solely to the thought of emigrating the country not just for the fun of it but 
mainly as the only means to becoming successful in life thus leading to an emerging 
culture of out-migration among youths in Nigeria. 

The study adopted a field ethnography method utilizing the document analysis/ 
archival technique to gather the needed information for the study. Useful primary 
and secondary sources of data were engaged such as scholarly articles, books, pub-
lished reports from NAPTIP and documentary conducted by Ross Kemp on the Lib-
yan story which gave a first-hand information on the plight of failed migrants who 
were trapped in Libya. The documentary provided detailed interviews conducted 
with failed migrants from different part of Nigeria making it highly resourceful for 
the study. The information gathered were thematically analyzed in relation to the 
crux of the study.  

This paper is divided into various sections. The first which is introduction gave a 
background which provided an insight into what the paper investigated. The suc-
ceeding section delved into the migration trajectories in Nigeria. Section three 
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examined the perceived diaspora experiences of Nigerians and its influence on the 
Nigerian youths. Section four examined the story of Libya in relation to human 
smuggling through that route into Europe across the Mediterranean. Section five 
examined the experiences of failed migrant on their journey into Europe especially 
their lived experiences as they got trapped in Libya while section six aggregated 
the points identified in preceding sections and established the core factors respon-
sible for this emerging culture among the Nigerian youths. Section seven explored 
the job opportunities the social media which has been established to have negative 
influence on the youth offers and which the youths can explore and make use of 
for wealth creation while section nine concluded and made pragmatic recommen-
dations to dissuade the Nigerian youths from embarking on such dangerous and 
uncertain adventure.

Overview of Migration trajectories in Nigeria

As it has been noted in the introduction, migration has since been part of the 
human history globally. In Nigeria, migration predates the colonial epoch when Af-
rica was partitioned into smaller countries and Nigeria colonized. Nigerians moved 
freely as traders, herders and pilgrims to holy sites in the Arabian Pennisula across 
various empires and kingdoms within and without Nigeria without fear or threat as 
the borders and boundaries were not well defined (Ezeokafor, 2018). 

Colonization brought about the demarcation of international borders to clearly de-
fine the territorial limits of sovereign states thus making movement and migration 
restricted unlike the pre-colonial era (Afolayan, et’al, 2008). The post-colonial era 
although has brought about a restriction in the movement of Africans and Nigerians 
across the international borders, many Nigerian still find their routes along the vast 
land borders which span across over 400,000 square kilometre land boundaries, 
which has over the years been difficult to manage (Afolayan, et’al, 2008). The 
post-independence era in Nigeria has witnessed many regimes both military and 
civilian with diverse policies and programmes peculiar to each government. These 
policies had either of two outcomes which were to improve the system and bring 
about development or mar the system such that it leads to economic decline. This 
further goes to influence the decision of Nigerians either to stay or to leave. 

On several occasions, some of the policies of government had led to economic 
decline forcing Nigerians to depart Nigeria en-masse. This decision to leave Nige-
ria was taken by different class of people ranging from academics to skilled and 
unskilled individuals all in search of a better life in form of greener pasture in 
Europe, USA, Canada and some part of Asia. Also, some African countries such as 
Kenya, Botswana, South Africa, Gabon, Ghana etc. have accommodated the Nige-
rian emigrants in different capacities as skilled workers and professionals mostly 
academics Afolayan, et’al, 2008). The economic decline thus became a “push” 
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factor for academics and artisans to emigrate Nigeria leading to a brain drain. 
According to Astor et al. (2005), Carrington (1999), Hagopian et al (2005), Nwajiuba 
(2005), Aboderin (2007) and Obialo and Museckaite (2008) emigrants consisting of 
professionals and skilled workers gave the reason behind their decision to emigrate 
to be socio-economic inequality, poor wages when compared to their counterpart 
abroad, poor working condition leading to job dissatisfaction and low productivity. 
Other reasons are lack of necessary equipment and technology needed for working, 
epileptic power supply affecting production and productivity, constant industrial 
actions owing from retrenchment and under-utilization of resources by the ruling 
class. One of such policies was the Structural Adjustment Programme (SAP) under 
the rulership of Military President Mohammadu Badamosi Babangida in 1980 which 
practically diminished the economy as it led to poor working conditions and a dras-
tic reduction in the salaries of professionals (Afolayan, et’al, 2008).  

Perceived Diaspora Experiences and its Influence on Youth Migration

Over the years, many Nigeria youths have succeeded in exiting the shores of Nigeria 
via the land borders and air into countries in Europe, USA, the Middle East, and 
some African countries for different purposes ranging from academic furtherance 
to better job opportunities all geared towards living a good life. No doubt, many 
Nigerian migrants both professionals and skilled workers have their success stories 
to share meaning that they have been able to achieve their goals of leaving the 
shores of Nigeria. Many of them have been able to acquire higher education, secure 
good jobs, established stable businesses and raise a family (Quartz Africa, 2016). 
On the other hand, there are a lot of adults and youths who are jobless and living 
in abject poverty in different countries of the world where they have succeeded in 
migrating into. A bulk of them do not have the necessary documentation to qualify 
them as a legal migrant and so they keep wandering and running away from the 
Police and Immigration Officers as the case may be. Whatever the story is, these 
experiences of their peers abroad have had a great influence on those that are left 
back home and as such they are stirred up to jet out of the country en-masse via 
any means available to them. 

According to Vanguard (2014) many Nigerians daily wallow in hopeless poverty, 
which leads them to engaging in different criminal engagements and activities from 
where they are eventually arrested, put in detention, and tortured. Most times, 
the torture lead to the death of many Nigerians. A Nigerian named Joseph Ugboulo 
shared his personal story and ordeal experienced from his adventure. He explained 
that the inhumane living conditions experienced in Nigeria led him to taking a 
decision to leaving his growing and booming business to migrate to South Korea. 
Upon arrival in South Korea, he got a job as a casual in a production company, but 
the monthly pay could only pay his monthly bills leaving no room for savings to send 
home for the up keep of his family left behind in Nigeria. He said further that 
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“it is so pathetic how Nigerians are being lumped together by foreign hosts as 
people without a future, and or direction. Here in South Korea, my fate is hanging, 
and I have no future. We are about seven Africans sharing an apartment that could 
barely accommodate three persons comfortably, and if you feel so disturbed, 
someone waiting would gladly take your position and you will be thrown out on 
the street. The conditions of many of us in South Korea aptly capture the pathetic 
condition back home in Nigeria as a good number of us would rather die than come 
back to Nigeria as a nobody”. Vanguard, 2014  

In addition, I could recall my experience in the united Arab Emirate while on a 
vacation, I decided to visit where some Nigerians and West Africans live in Ras Al 
Khaimah one of the Emirates in the UAE (See figure 4.1). They live in dilapidated 
buildings situated far from the city from where they go to town to do odd jobs 
while those who don’t have jobs roam the street of Dubai taking pictures in centres 
of attraction and posting on their Facebook page for people back at home to see. 

Figure 4.1. Shows the Dilapidated Building inhabited by some Nigerians and 
West Africans in the United Arab Emirate.

Source: The Author

Furthermore, the Nigerian smugglers equally contribute to this menace. Due to the 
nature of their nefarious activities, they return home frequently to canvass youth 
to leave whatever they are doing and plan leaving the country. They promise them 
a good life abroad and as well offer to assist them migrate into those countries if 
they are willing and can afford to pay the fees. Many of the smugglers have been 
apprehended by the National Agency for the Prohibition of Trafficking in Persons 
(NAPTIP) while some have escaped arrest (NAPTIP, 2017; Vanguard, 2018).
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The Libyan Story vis-à-vis Human Smuggling across the Dessert and the Medi-
terranean

According to Kemp (2018) the withdrawal of the West and humanitarian organi-
zations from Libya after the downfall of the Gadaffi regime aggravated the state 
of insecurity within Libya as about 170 militia group came up and migrants left to 
their fate by being subjected to horrific abuses without any support of returning 
home. In other words, migrants then became confronted with an uncertain future. 
In an interview with a popular militant leader called Abdul-Rahman Milad popularly 
known as Bija who controls a group of 34 men is paid by the Libyan government 
to intercepts illegal migrants on the Mediterranean. And so, they patrol the Med-
iterranean in search of illegal migrants. Once rescued, migrants were returned to 
facilities that are unfit for the purpose for which they were created. According 
to Kemp, a UN Report indicted Bija in the smuggling business which he denied. 
However, if that was true, Bija made money from both ends by “smuggling out 
migrants who pay him and bringing back migrants who pay his rivals” on behalf 
of the government who pays him. Bija is known to be in control of Sabratha, a 
town notorious for smuggling and the point where migrants start their movement 
across the Mediterranean after a fierce battle with rival militia. According to Kemp, 
Sabratha is the Libya’s smuggling hub and anyone who controls this area controls 
the smuggling industry hence, the reason for the constant fighting. 

In an interview conducted by Kemp with a notorious smuggler in Libya in 2017, he 
revealed how lucrative the smuggling job is. The Libyan smuggler explained how he 
started the job as a small boy and was paid between 500 – 1000 dinars (250 – 500 
pounds) until he grew to becoming a full-time smuggler because of the links he 
has made with middlemen mostly from West Africa who constantly migrate West 
Africans into Libya where they are smuggled through the Mediterranean into Italy. 
The notorious smuggler revealed that he crosses two to three boats filled with 
illegal migrants across the Mediterranean weekly and as such made a profit of 
25,00 pounds every week even when the average monthly wage in Libya was 400 
pounds. This explains why Nigerian smugglers come into the country to lure the 
gullible youths into this uncertain adventure even with their hard-earned savings 
as they have established connections to facilitate their movements. It also explains 
why the traffic across the sub Saharan dessert is huge. The succeeding section will 
examine the experiences of migrants in Libya.

Our Stories of Woe in Libya: Experiences of Migrants’ in their Adventure to 
Europe via Libya and the Mediterranean

Of a fact, Nigerian returnees who took the decision to migrate via the dessert 
had so many devastating stories to tell. This section will reveal the experiences 
of the migrant from the start of their journeys to the point of entering Libya. The 
experiences of both gender (male and female) will also be investigated to ascertain 
to what extent these migrants were humiliated and treated by smugglers who are 
Nigerians and Libyans. 
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According to a group of returnees mostly men, who recounted their ordeal from the 
start of the journey, pointed out that even though they faced difficult challenges as 
they journeyed across different countries, the challenges faced as they approached 
Libya became worse as it claimed the lives of many migrants. They averred that 
while journeying in the dessert, they were jam packed on Hilux and whoever falls 
off the Hilux automatically loses his life as the movers do not wait to rescue any-
body. This corroborates the migrants’ responses when interviewed by Kemp while 
on their mission in the dessert. They further averred that they went starving for 
days as they had no access to food and water and in the process, some lost their 
lives. In all, not all of them that started the journey from Kano in Nigeria made 
it into Libya for reasons highlighted above. Kemp was forced to inquire from the 
migrants why they decided to subject themselves to that kind of adventure. The 
migrants gave several reasons for taking the decision to embark on such dangerous 
journey. While most of the men said that they left Nigeria because they could not 
get any job to do, many of the ladies said they left the country to seek for better 
life to support their family members at home as they remain the bread winners. 
According to them, they have lost their parents to Boko Haram attacks and their 
houses burnt down by these sect.

Upon their arrival in Libya, many of them got the shock of their lives as they could 
not proceed further on their journey. This was solely because their Pusher men 
who they paid fully the cost of travel from Nigeria to Europe disappeared and did 
not pay the different smugglers who were supposed to move them all through the 
different routes within Libya and across the Mediterranean into Italy knowing fully 
well the dangerous terrain that awaits these migrants. What then happens is so 
shocking. According to the returnees, the smugglers proceeded to selling them off 
for ridiculous prices ranging between 100 dinars ($73) to 200 dinars ($146). Once 
sold, they were taken to a facility, locked up and tortured so they can pay on time. 
While some of the returnees pointed out that they started been tortured after a 
week in the prison some said they were been tortured even before they got to the 
detention and this continued until they were able to raise funds to bail themselves. 
According to one of the returnees from Edo State, he stated that he was tortured 
for eight months until he was able to bail himself and released. This was evident in 
the documentary done by Kemp as many of the returnees showed their mutilated 
bodies. They all had marks on their bodies which symbolizes the fact that they 
were tortured heavily. They said they were tortured with electric cables and their 
buttocks and buttholes pierced with sharp object. 

Unknowing to them after their release from a facility, they were quickly captured 
by another set of militants/ smugglers who kidnap them and put them in another 
prison and demand a sum of money from their captives for them to be released. 
This could also take them many months or years to raise the needed fund for their 
release. Once they are out another set of smugglers apprehend them, and the 
vicious cycle continues. 
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On the other hand, the situation of the females was not in any way better. They 
were subjected to all forms of molestation upon arrival in Libya. As the guys were 
sold, they were also sold and exploited by their buyers. They were forced into 
prostitution in the different enclaves they were held for them to be able to pay up 
their debts before they could also proceed in their journey. The female returnees 
recounted in tears the inhumane ordeal they went through. They were kidnapped, 
beaten and raped consistently. After their release, they avoided walking in the 
streets for fear of kidnap and rape. Moreover, according to some of them, they 
were trafficked out of Nigeria purposely for prostitution in Libya and this they did 
for years under captivity. According to Kemp (2018), a UN Report shows that 80% of 
Nigerian female migrants are trafficked into Libya for prostitution. 

Fortunately for some of them, they made it through to the Port of Sabratha from 
where they were ferried at night across the Mediterranean into Italy. The returnees 
recalled that while some were lucky as they made it through, many of them did not 
make it after several attempts. They were always intercepted by the Libyan Coast 
Guards who rescue them and return them to any of the three facilities established 
in Tripoli for this purpose. This became the order after the Italian government 
entered into an agreement with the Libyan government to intercept migrants and 
return them to Libya. According to Kemp, in one of the rescue missions, the Libyan 
Coast Guards in 11 hours were able to intercept three boats conveying 750 migrants 
who were returned to the facilities that have records of human right abuses as 
the officers in charge remained largely untrained for the purpose. Right from the 
point of rescue off shore, they were beaten by the Libyan Coastal Guards till they 
finally transport them to the facilities. Some of the returnees further pointed out 
that whenever they were captured, the militants were always swift to demand for 
euros, dollars and cellphones and if you do not have any of those, you are hit with 
a big iron bar. They also recalled the horrific trauma they went through in those 
facilities upon arrival in Lagos, Nigeria. They quickly pointed out that though they 
were looking tattered, they were not insane. Their appearance was a product of 
the inhumane facilities they were kept in for years. For many, the facilities do not 
allow them have their bath for months neither do they wash their teeth hence the 
reason for them looking unkept. Both male and female were maltreated in diverse 
crude ways. One of the returnees said that “if we all open our bodies, you will 
see that these people have finished us. Is it bullet wounds? Is it gunshots? When 
we want to eat, they beat us, when we are going back inside after eating, they 
beat us. We were treated like slaves No…..it was more than slaves”.  According to 
Kemp (2018), when he visited one of the facilities in Tripoli, he found out that 490 
migrants were kept there with only two toilets. When he visited the ladies camp 
the revelation there was shocking. A Nigerian lady named Aisha was found lying sick 
on the floor. When asked what her situation was, she explained that she gave birth 
to a premature baby seven months ago in the toilet without the help of any medical 
personnel. She was assisted by her co migrants. In tears she said, “when I gave 
birth to my baby, my baby bleed, ‘shit’, cough, and died after one week. There is 
no caring and am dying also. Look at me there is no blood, no water in my body, 
I can’t even walk anymore. People hold me to bathroom and help me back……am 
dying”. These humiliating experiences depicts what the kind of inimical treatment 
the migrants were subjected to.
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Factors responsible for this Emerging Culture among the Nigerian Youths

From the forgoing, it is undeniable that the current state of the Nigerian economy 
is in shambles. Its critical state makes it difficult for many Nigerians to live a good 
life. For many government workers, salaries are not being paid for months and 
for the teeming youths, job opportunities are limited hence, the populace has 
lost hope in the current regime just as it happened in the previous dispensation. 
However, this study is meant to delve more into the intrinsic factor/s that stirs up 
the youth toward emigrating Nigeria in large numbers. These factors are mis-infor-
mation and greed.

Aside the aforementioned, this study has revealed that misinformation is a cogent 
factor responsible for the massive emigration of youths in Nigeria. It is obvious that 
many youths get information from wrong sources and no thanks to Facebook which 
largely remains a platform from where this attitude stems from. Nigerians who 
have succeeded in cross into Europe and some other parts of Nigeria go on Facebook 
and other social media giving false information about their status and the location 
where they now reside even when their status remains fugitives. They as well post 
pictures taken in strategic locations to corroborate their point to friends and online 
admirers. An aggregate of this leads to curiosity, enthusiasm and desperation of the 
youths to leave Nigeria through whatever means available. It is to be pointed out at 
this juncture, that scholars and columnists have shared the experiences of pain and 
agony of  many Nigerians who have succeeded in leaving the shores of Nigeria but 
it is unfortunate that the Nigerian youths are not inclined to reading such articles 
where they can read and learn from the experiences of their peers who gave up all 
that they had amassed in Nigeria for their trip and the hope of a better life abroad.  
In addition, they listen to Nigerian middlemen who come in purposely to deceive 
the youths of a better life that await them in Europe and promise them of a smooth 
transit into Europe. As a result, they sell off all they have gathered in years, so 
they can raise the requested money from these dubious Nigerians (both men and 
women). Some were deceived to thinking they will be secured the necessary visas 
and air tickets to fly while some knew from the start that they will be travelling via 
the dessert. For the former they were disappointed after their passports and cash 
had been collected. They were asked to proceed to Kano and call a number. There 
they realized they will be travelling via the dessert.    

  

Secondly, another factor which can be deduced from the findings of this study is 
greed. The responses of the returnees allude to this. Their responses showed that 
for them to be able to raise the needed cash for the journey, some returnees sold 
off all the properties they possessed, some shut down their growing business, and 
some took a loan that attract interests. This was because with what they have 
seen via social media and promised by their smugglers, it will only take them a few 
months to recover their cash back upon arrival in Europe and the US. For me I feel 
no matter what the situation may be, nothing whatsoever should make you take 
such a blind step especially when there is no threat to life. Many of these returnees 
left their nuclear and extended family members behind with the hope that they 
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will be sending monthly stipend to them but unfortunately, they could not even 
feed themselves. For many, they lost touch with their family members as they 
could not call them since they entered Libya. Greed could only be responsible for 
this. Furthermore, some of the returnees who were southerners claimed that Boko 
Haram had killed all their family members and as well burnt down their houses and 
so they are left with no other option but to take the risk of taking this route. These 
are incorrect statements coming from insincere minds. The direct effect of the 
Boko Haram insurrection is been felt in the North-Eastern Nigeria and interestingly, 
northerners were not found among the returnees except southerners who reside 
in the comfort zones where northerners run to for protection. By implication, the 
southerners are not troubled directly as the South was never invaded by the Boko 
Haram. Again, some of the returnees admitted that they were working before they 
decided to resign so they could embark on their journey to Europe where they will 
secure their dream jobs that will fetch them enough money. For me, this decision 
can only be taken when an individual is greedy. It is very unwise to leave certainty 
for uncertainty and unfortunately for them it turned out to be so as they did not 
even get through into Europe which they desired so much. 

Social Media: A Potential Source of Wealth Creation

Social media enabled by Information Communication Technology (ICT) plays a vital 
role in the life of the users. It has a great influence on their psyche which could turn 
out to be either positive or negative depending on its usage. In a study carried out 
by Singh, et’al (2017) in India, it was averred that though the usage of social media 
has proven to have negative influence on a great number of the youths, it has also 
proven to have positive impact on some. It therefore means that social media still 
has its positive side which is rather salient and utilized by the few for good reasons 
most especially wealth creation.  As proven in subsequent sections, it is of no 
doubt that many Nigerian youths have allowed the social media to influence them 
negatively instead of harnessing the diverse opportunity that it presents. 

Social media as pointed out, serves as a medium of wealth creation as it offers job 
opportunities for professionals, and artisans of all sorts.  Yee et’al (2008) noted 
that the social media exists as one of the platforms which facilitates the need 
of corporate bodies to establish a link with individual, groups and institutions. 
Organizations have utilized this to carry out institutional awareness and job adver-
tisement.  This is done mostly with the assistance of newspapers, websites, and 
more professional platforms like Linkedin, Jobberman and even on social sites like 
Facebook, twitter, Instagram etc which have been identified as the main sources 
of negative influence on the youths. Nigerian youths can explore these platforms 
by reviewing the focus of different companies and interacting with those that uti-
lizes his or her skills. Of a fact, there are limited companies available but the few 
available do recruit on a daily basis. If only much attention as given to Facebook 
can be given to these platforms, positive outcome is assured. In addition, fiverr is 
another platform that can be engaged. It is a website that houses top talents in the 
world. It encourages and facilitates virtual transaction between service providers 
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and potential users of such services. Once an agreement is made and the job deliv-
ered, payment is made into your account. This means that you do not need to have 
a recognized office or shop before your can sell out your products and services. All 
can be done within the confine of your home. This is another source through which 
people get jobs and get paid.

Moreover, recently, these social platforms have been utilized for trading purpose 
by small, medium and large-cale businesses. According to Njoroge (2013) these 
platforms serve as virtual spaces of real economic infrastructure which allow users 
Real Trade money (RTM) for buying and selling purposes. Artisans such as fashion 
designers, hair stylists, make-up artists, furniture makers, painters, builders, trad-
ers etc now advertise their products and designs on Facebook, Instagram, etc. for 
a wider view and for attracting more prospective clients. Through this, many have 
attracted more clients mostly virtual clients who they transact with daily and get 
products to them promptly. As a result of this, many businesses have grown and 
continue to thrive. This is equally, an opportunity youths can try out. As observed, 
many failed migrants are artisans of all sorts who were engaged with one thing or 
the other prior to taking a decision to dispose-off their properties and commit the 
proceeds to the Europe project which never came through for many of them. 

Concluding Remarks and Recommendations

This paper has been able to explore the core factors responsible for the massive 
migration of Nigerian youths out of Nigeria especially via the dangerous routes into 
Libya and across the Mediterranean. No doubt, the current political and economic 
situation of the country is embarrassing making unemployment and poverty be on 
the rife. However, this situation is not enough for anybody to subject himself to 
that kind of uncertain adventure when the home front does not pose any threat 
to their lives. The responses of the returnees who are simply youths has clearly 
shown that misinformation and greed are the core factors responsible for their 
blind decision to leave Nigeria. Unfortunately, it is the same Nigeria which they 
detested that they pleaded with to rescue them from the unfriendly environment 
of Libya where they walk themselves into. 

Obviously, the returnees were so ecstatic about touching the Nigerian soil again. 
They were so happy because, they had given up and never felt they will be priv-
ileged to see their country anymore. For many of them their excitement depicts 
that God has given them a second chance. One of them stressed the fact that the 
common saying that the best live can only be found abroad is a fallacy as their 
own stories has proved that wrong and so everyone should be grateful to God for 
whatever little he or she finds doing. As for her, she further stressed her willingness 
to return to the farms no matter how little. Interestingly, she is not even waiting 
for whatever assistance from the government. Albinitio, these were youths who 
gave up all they had worked for, so they can migrate to Europe for a better life. 
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In the light of above discussed, I therefore recommend that the youths should 
engage themselves in a self-examination and re-orientation on what they consider 
valuable to them. The kind of information they feed themselves with, goes a long 
way in forming and influencing their opinions, thought process and actions. If this is 
done, they will be able to decipher what is right and good for them at a particular 
point in time without been necessary swept off their feet for lies told them by dubi-
ous friends and people who are only interested in reaping them of their possessions 
and as well subjecting and exposing them to dangerous adventure that will mar 
them and eventually claim their lives. No ephemeral accumulation is worth risking 
a life for. 

Secondly, there should be a societal re-orientation. Our value system is fast erod-
ing. Material possession is being prioritized over diligence, hard work, consistency. 
This phenomenon contributes to the desperation growing among the youths to 
getting rich quick and the only way for that to be realizable is to leave the shores 
of Nigeria because they believe that kind of live can not be gotten in Nigeria but 
once they step their feet on the soil of Europe, USA, etc, they are already made. 
Family members should stop been pushy as to what these individuals have to offer 
after doing a comparison with what their peers have amassed in the community 
even when their sources of wealth are unknown.   

Thirdly, the government should be proactive in performing its role. They should 
be more pragmatic in revamping the economy. As it stands there is no doubt that 
the Nigerian government remains unpopular to the citizenry due to the dwindling 
economic growth and development leading to massive unemployment and high 
poverty level among the Nigerian populace. If this can be given a priority by the 
government, the poverty level will drastically reduce, and the rate of unemploy-
ment minimized. It will therefore go along way in discouraging the youths from 
giving up on Nigeria and having a desire to jet out at all cost.  

Above all, Nigeria remains a country blessed with human and natural resources 
and if properly harnessed and utilized, Nigeria will be a better place to live in thus 
putting the AU on the path of actualizing its Vision 2063.  
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COUNTERING TERROR: WHY THE ENEMY’S STRATEGY MATTERS

Racheal O. Makokha

Abstract

Despite a sustained war on terror that began in 2001, states continue to face the 
threat of terrorism. In Africa, the growing number of terrorist incidents has increased 
insecurity.  For example, Kenya experienced increased attacks since launching a 
military intervention in Somalia in 2011; Boko Haram continues to challenge the 
State in northern Nigeria while Mali’s growing insurgency is making the country 
ungovernable. Fighting an asymmetrical war means that states responding to terror 
are operating in a continuously changing strategic environment. States have real-
ised that terrorists keep changing their strategies and tactics.  Therefore, to fight 
terrorists, one must change their strategy. Often though, this change of strategy is 
reactive as opposed to proactive. This can be explained by the counter-terrorism 
framework that countries adopted following the passing of the UNSC resolution 
1373 which emphasised combating terrorism by all means. The implication of this 
is that the enemy’s change of strategies and tactics alters the state’s policy as 
opposed to the other way round making an ending of the war unforeseeable. Much 
has been written about terrorists including why they attack, their ideologies, their 
financing and state responses to the attacks. However, there is a gap in under-
standing the terrorists’ strategies. Counter-terrorism strategies cannot be effective 
without looking at the strategies that the enemy employs and why they continue 
to succeed.

This article will establish what strategies terrorist groups employ; at what critical 
juncture do they change them and the factors that influence these strategies. The 
novelty of this research is in the use of the power and interests stakeholder analysis 
in addressing these questions. The core argument of this paper is that for far too 
long counter-terrorism strategies have not worked. It cannot be a one size fit all. 
States should anticipate the terrorist’s strategies while designing their strategic 
response.

KEY WORDS: Terrorists, Strategy, Counter-terrorism, Africa, States

Strategy

 ‘However absorbed a Commander may be in the elaboration of his own thoughts, 
it is sometimes necessary to take the enemy into account.’ 

‘The Supreme art of war is to subdue the enemy without fighting.’ 

These two quotes written by a commander who led his country to victory in the 
Second World War and the other by a military general and strategist underscore 
the significance of understanding the enemy’s strategy in any war. Yet, the nature 
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of the war on terror makes strategic thinking difficult. Fighting an asymmetrical 
war using finite, conventional resources against infinite unconventional capabilities 
mean that the strategic environment keeps changing. From a military operational 
view, the war on terror prevents the state from nailing of the problem.

Most of the world’s armies are not trained to deal with religious extremists. These 
terrorists use guerrilla tactics that prolong the battles and drain the militaries. 
It thus becomes difficult to win strategically and tactically since prolonged wars 
increase the cost of war. As Clausewitz argues, the objective of a war is to make 
the enemy bend to your will. Hence, prolonged wars beat the purpose of the war. 
Strategists should therefore not lose the vision of how the war would end. 

Still, as Clausewitz put it, things do not always go as planned. The enemy behaves 
unpredictably and anxious soldiers can make mistakes as nature could affect plans. 
In that case, states should anticipate a change of strategy. Even a war meant to 
destroy the terrorists has to change into something else to achieve its goals or it 
risks going on forever. 

Strategy as defined by prominent strategic thinkers is about the use of force to 
achieve policy objectives. Strategy planners often see strategic choices as either 
political and civilian on one hand or military and operational on the other. Yes, it 
is true that, “war is too important to be left to generals” and “war is too important 
to be left to politicians”. Politicians must understand the military means while 
soldiers must operate under clear strategies. This requires the need for strategic 
cooperation between the military and politicians. Strategy is the link between the 
military and politics.

Since 9/11 attack, states facing terrorist threats have been confronted by the 
problem of choosing the right strategy to fight terrorist groups. For many states 
like Kenya that is at the forefront of this dilemma in Africa, a key concern has been 
on how to implement counter-terrorism and counter-insurgency when dealing with 
terrorists. This dilemma is core to the national security. National security threats 
have transformed from conventional military threats to non-military threats being 
executed by non-state actors.

It has been realized in Kenya as elsewhere, that terrorists keep changing their 
tactics and strategies as they prosecute their wars. These shifting tactics and strat-
egies have a great impact on states’ strategies devised to deal with the problems 
arising. As the proponents of terror keep changing their strategies, states fighting 
against them must equally change their strategies in order to neutralize them. 
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However, as has become increasingly evident in the theatres where these wars 
are fought, states are frequently put on their back foot, and have to amend their 
strategies as new strategic challenges arise. While this is understandable given 
that these wars are fought on a human scale, the problem still remains of being 
constantly reactive in the war, rather than proactive. While reactive strategies 
have their place in the war on terror, nevertheless the best strategies are proactive 
ones, on the back of which the war will eventually be won. 

The challenge for states like Kenya is therefore to take into account lessons learned 
from elsewhere, device responses to the problems arising that are homegrown, 
and to eschew responses to the problem based on a “one size fits all” approach. 
From this perspective, it is necessary to take into account the environment in 
which violent extremism is happening in the country, and suggest responses that 
also take into account the fact that like other countries, Kenya does not have 
infinite resources. At the end of the day also, states – including Kenya - must embed 
responses that are guided by, and that promote the national interests and national 
security. 

While this might be said to be easier said than done, it still leaves no room for 
approaches to counter-terrorism and counter-insurgency that are strategically not 
well founded. Since responses to these problems take a long time – in Kenya, nine 
years in Somalia – they also draw heavily on national resources that are not infinite. 
Therefore the issues that keeps arising, and must keep arising is whether this per-
manent call on national resources is in the best national and security interests of 
the country. 

The war on terror concept lacks a clear definition. Gray adds that war on terror is 
conceptually impossible. This paper will not delve in the war on terror conceptual 
debate. In this paper, war on terror is understood as the state responses to terror-
ism.

Strategic Theory of Terrorists decision-making

Scholars agree on three theories that explain terrorists decision making; strategic, 
organizational and psychological theory. These tend to be examined exclusively yet 
they are not indivisible. However, the strategic theory tends to be stronger in ex-
plaining the choice that terror groups make. Therefore, this section is largely going 
to focus on that in establishing a framework to understand terrorists’ strategies.

 

In the strategic view, terrorism is seen as a way of achieving long and short-term 
objectives. Terrorist organisations either seek to get political mileage or reduce 
the associated costs of achieving the set goals. Thus, terrorist organisations assume 
the existence of mutual relationship in their networks. Any competitor who thinks 
logically anticipates the move of their competitors. This implies that, the deci-
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sions that terrorists make including timing, target and the tactics is affected by its 
adversary and any other actor that is part of its strategic environment. As these 
factors change, so does the terrorists behaviour. 

Terrorists groups can also forestall the costs of their actions. Hence, for strategists, 
it is easy to analyse and predict the terrorist behaviour. By doing a SWOT analysis 
on the group, one can choose an action with the best possible outcome. Although 
terrorists are rational actors based on their beliefs, their beliefs are a reflection 
of their reality. Often, they may make decisions that are not optimal because of a 
few factors such as lack of information, lack of finances and time constraints, which 
might force them to take an action when they are not well planned out.

In addition, although the terrorist group has control over who or what they attack, 
when and how they do it, it has no control over public’s reaction nor how the media 
chooses to interpret its actions. Usually, terrorists like high profile attacks because 
of the media attention. According to them, this is the best way to send a message 
to masses.

Terrorists often begin the war with the ability to see their targets but limited 
capability to attack. In contrast, the state joins in with the capability to attack but 
limited ability to see their opponent. Terrorists groups have information advan-
tage whereas states have muscle advantage. An irregular force that use guerrilla 
tactics and regular warfare tactics causes an operational dilemma. This strategy 
is aimed at getting an advantage over the military’s capability to crush them. In 
turn, government may attack indiscriminately thus enraging the public. Usually, 
the terrorist may win when governments over react by winning new recruits who 
suffer government’s indiscriminate violence. 

Attacking with the intent of provoking the government to attack with force is a 
terrorist strategy. It is a calculated move set to expose the government as brute. 
This can undermine public support of the war on terror by creating sympathisers 
for the terrorist group. With continued overzealous counter-terrorism strategies by 
the states, sympathisers can easily be turned into active supporters. Government’s 
force is usually used to justify terrorist groups’ actions and rationalize future at-
tacks. This poses a challenge to strategists as terrorists are always biased towards 
action. 

Another strategy that terrorists use is the high profile attacks. The aim of this is to 
claim their prestige. This diminishes the level of confidence and trust in govern-
ment. The main purpose of this strategy is to create an image of a powerful group 
and increase recruitment.
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Terrorists are also always on pressure to act. They often want to make an impact at 
any cost. This means they are impatient for results. This action bias and pressure 
makes terrorist groups take risks. Risks that states can use to their advantage.

Terrorists rely heavily on previous attacks to decide on their tactics, who, when 
and how they are going to attack. Their decisions can also be influenced  by internal 
group dynamics. Because they are interest groups, they often compete with each 
other using violence. Certainly, Al-Shabaab and IS have been rivalling in Somalia 
with each group trying to prove its might by attacking the capital, Mogadishu. 
States can take advantage of this infighting while developing their strategies.

Terrorist groups do not last long because of a number of factors. Their leader at 
the centre of gravity may be killed; they may get fatigued or may just be crushed 
by the state’s overwhelming force. ‘A terrorist group’s life cycle is shaped by its 
changing environmental constraints and by the degree to which it is able to contin-
ue to operate within these fluctuating constraints.’

Studying a terror group’s likely strategic choice, as noted above, only requires 
understanding the opportunities and restraints that strengthen and constrain the 
group. This next section will outline the power (restraints) vs. interests’ analysis in 
the case of Kenya’s war on Al Shabaab.

Power-Interests Analysis in Terrorists strategy

This paper hypothesises a correlation between restraints and interests and the 
likelihood of a terrorist group attacking. The role of restraints and interests in ter-
rorists’ strategic choices is weighed along the low-high scale. It defines restraints 
as any factor that limits the terror group’s power, movement and capabilities. The 
restraints are evaluated based on the structures and processes of the terrorists’ 
decision-making. Interests are defined as any motive that may cause the terror 
group to attack (or not). The motive is caused by threats and opportunities such 
as government brutally arresting their sympathisers or dwindling support from the 
public. These interests include the internal dynamics of the group such as prestige, 
membership, control, propaganda and publicity of their activities. 

To assess these variables, the following indicators were developed:

Restraints

Funding Does the terror group have finances that would enable it carry 
out an attack?

Recruits Does it have control over its recruitment? Are there willing 
recruits?
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Organisation Does it have strong structures and cohesion?

Leadership Does it have influential leaders?

Network Is it connected to other groups, does it have autonomy to make 
its decisions?

State capability Is the target state capable of launching a counter-attack? 

Interests

Publicity Does the terror group want to be famous? Does it want to attract 
recruits?

Prestige Is it looking to exert its influence in their global network?

Propaganda Is there a message they want to pass?

Membership Does it want to increase membership?

Control Does it want to increase control over their scope?

Figure 1: Strategic Environments of Terror Groups

High Restraints Low Restraints

High Interests More likely for the terror group 
to attack but slower in decision 
making

Outcome: States can anticipate 
the attack while designing their 
strategies. (reactive)

More likely to attack and quick to 
make the decision to attack. 

Outcome: Spontaneous proactive 
attacks. States may fail to 
anticipate for these attacks. 
There is need for intelligence 
gathering while planning the 
strategy (proactive)

Low Interests Slow to make the decision to 
attack and less likely to attack.

Outcome: Opportune time for 
state to attack and defeat the 
terror group.(reactive)

Quick to make a decision to 
attack but less likely to attack.

Outcome: Due to the low 
restraints, any action by the 
State is likely to provoke the 
terror group’s interests and thus 
attack.(proactive)

Source: Author’s power-interests analysis based on Parsons and Taylor.
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What explains who, when and how terrorists attack? In the power-interest analysis, 
terrorist groups with high interests in an attack BUT high restraints are more likely 
to attack but are slow to make that decision because of the high restraints. These 
constraints can be factors such as funding, support, organisation dynamics and 
membership. 

On the other hand, terrorists groups with a high interest in an attack AND low 
restraints is more likely to attack and to make that decision spontaneously. This is 
the most challenging strategic environment in which the government needs to gain 
information advantage over the group. Without intelligence gathering, states may 
lose to the terror group strategically.

Terrorist groups that have low interests in an attack AND high restraints are less 
likely to attack. This is the opportune time for the state to defeat the terror group. 
Lastly, groups that have low interests BUT low restraints are less likely to attack 
but quicker to make a decision to react if provoked. These four strategic environ-
ments show the nature of decisions made by terrorists.

Strategic Nature of Kenya’s War on Alshabaab

For the last five decades, Kenya has experienced terrorist attacks. However, these 
attacks were considered proxy wars of the Cold war. It was only after Al-Shabaab 
changed its tactics, that the terrorist attacks were considered an existential threat 
to Kenya. Over the last decade, the terrorist tactics changed from low-key attacks 
to full blown severe attacks. The tactics also changed from targeting Kenya’s allies 
such as the USA and Israel’s nationals and property in Kenya to attacking Kenya as a 
state. Al-Shabaab also increasingly affiliated itself with Al-Qaeda, transforming the 
nature of the war from domestic to international. Alshabaab may have been trying 
to assert their prestige with this transformation.

Following the 9/11 attack on USA, states globally changed their response to terror-
ism by expanding the scope to include not only supporters of the terrorist groups, 
but also attacking their bases. USA was the first to launch a military operation 
in Afghanistan to flush out Al-Qaeda in 2001. It is on this basis that Kenya took a 
military strategy response to go into Somalia in 2011 to flush out Al-Shabaab.

For a long time, Kenya experienced the effects of Somalia instability but had always 
used a multilateral diplomatic approach to the problem. However, in 2011, they 
embarked on a unilateral approach to dismantle Al-Shabaab but maintained that 
they would not have a prolonged presence in Somalia. In 2011, the war was costing 
Kenya from $233,000-$2.4million USD per month. Kenya rehatted into AMISOM on 
2nd June 2012 in order to alleviate the financial burden of the war. 
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Kenya’s incursion into Somalia led to a change of strategy by Al-Shabaab. Al-Shabaab 
not only increased their attacks on Kenya, but they also started recruiting Kenyan 
nationals into their ideology. Essentially, Al-Shabaab was winning the hearts and 
minds of some Kenyan public against the military intervention. This forced the 
Kenyan government to change its strategy from purely a military one to a mix of 
strategies that included countering violent extremism (CVE). The challenge has 
been implementing these strategies simultaneously. More specifically, the military 
strategy is still seen as the main strategic response by Kenya. 

Another strategic challenge is Kenya’s implementation of countering violent ex-
tremism. The Kenyan security forces have been accused of brutality while counter-
ing radicalisation in the Kenyan coast. This has caused friction with civil societies 
and the public. Muslims based on the assumption that they support terrorism. This, 
even with the existence of militia groups that terrorised the country in 2007/08 
electoral violence, which were interestingly not targeted, even though they fit gov-
ernment’s own definition of terrorism. The anti-terrrorism agencies were accused 
of violating human rights through illegal detention of suspects and extra-judicial 
killings. Kenya’s attempts to enact anti-terror laws to criminalise terrorism and 
terrorism financing was heavily criticised.

The 2003 ‘Suppression of Terrorism Bill’ was termed unconstitutional, discrimina-
tory and a threat to democracy. Additionally, the Bill was politicised with Coastal 
Kenya politicians coming out in support of the anti-bill protests. Three years later, 
the ‘2006 Anti-Terrorism Bill’, which claimed to address the issues raised in the 
earlier bill was rejected on the same grounds. The lack of a legal framework on 
which to prosecute terror suspects became a hurdle in the Counter-terrorism strat-
egy. However, Mogire and Agade argue that the lack of a legal framework was not 
the cause of ineffective counter-terrorism measures. Kenya had for a long time 
failed in law enforcement because of incompetence, lack of resources, corruption 
and political interference. It was no surprise therefore that they failed to deal with 
the terrorism.

Dudziack states that this problem emanates from the moment a state declares war. 
‘Wartime calls for suspension of normal restrictions on executive powers.’ The 
civilian leader can call for military operations anytime during wartime. Wartime 
also allows for violation of human rights for a limited period. It is on this basis that 
Kenya has carried out its CVE strategy. This violation of human rights hinders the 
gains made by the military strategy. 

Most of the world’s armies are not trained to deal with religious fundamentalists. 
Kenya’s army has suffered serious loss due to the asymmetric tactics employed 
by Al-Shabaab such as use of IEDs, suicide bombs and ambushes. They are not 
engaging in direct battle thus prolonging the war. Kenya is fighting with an enemy 
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who has infinite resources and unconventional capabilities. While territorial win is a 
bragging right for Kenya, Al-shabaab interests have changed from territorial control 
to preservation meaning that Kenya must change its objectives just as the USA has 
done in Afghanistan by shifting from counter-terrorism to counter-insurgency. 

Kenya, as a state, failed to take advantage during opportune times. At the time of 
invasion, al-Shabaab had internal divisions caused by their high casualty tactics, 
mishandling of the 2011 famine response and their draconian methods when dealing 
with local populations. The timing of the invasion thus risked uniting al-Shabaab to 
fight against a common enemy. Yet, one could argue Kenya had no experience fight-
ing an unconventional enemy. Al-Shabaab used this to their advantage by avoiding 
to stand and fight rather they drew KDF deeper into Somalia.

Interestingly, with the change of strategies in the war, there is no clear exit strat-
egy by Kenya. It has been nine years since Kenya declared that the war was going 
to be won in a year. Traditionally, war was thought to be bound in scope and time. 
However, the war on terror has no clear boundaries. While war ends, terrorism is 
endless. Prolonging the war is burdening Kenya politically and financially. There is 
also a danger of changing this war into a permanent condition.

By going to Iraq to fight an ideology, the USA’s war on terror seemed to have no 
space nor time limits. Indeed, the USA has been in Iraq for almost two decades, 
making it the longest war, longer than both world wars. Similarly, Kenya’s fight 
against Al-Shabaab in Somalia is looking endless.

Conclusion

This analysis raises certain fundamental issues for Kenya’s continued strategy in 
Somalia. The most important of these are the strategic implications of the shift 
from counter-terrorism to countering violent extremism and counterinsurgency. 
This is essentially a problem of the mixture between counter-terrorism strategies, 
and counter-insurgency strategies. 

Equally significant is the issue that it raises of the contextual debates about an exit 
strategy for Kenya from Somalia. Such debates are contextual because they are 
heavily informed by the changing circumstances on the ground, and the shifting 
strategy of the Al Shabaab. Quite evidently, it is not sustainable for the Kenya 
Defence Forces to remain in Somalia indefinitely. For one thing, such an indefinite 
stay in Somalia would not be politically and financially sustainable. It would also 
imply that the indefinite stay would be because of the inability to develop new 
strategies that meet the national and security interests of Kenya. 
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The third issue is about the internal elements of Kenya’s continued stay in So-
malia. These internal elements have two dimensions. The first are the internal 
elements within the Kenyan body politic. The second are the internal elements 
within Somalia itself. Although these internal elements apply to two geographically 
different countries, they are considered in the same breath because the war is 
now thoroughly internationalized. This internationalization blurs the differences 
between internal and external. 

The Somalia internal aspects are concerned largely with the problem of winning 
the hearts and minds of Somalia people especially those located in the theatre of 
operations. There is consensus that the strategy of winning hearts and minds has 
not worked well, and has not delivered. 

There are two aspects of the Kenyan internal elements. The first is the continuing 
problem of the radicalization of Kenyan youth. The second concerns the extent of 
the involvement of the citizens of Kenya – i.e. public opinion - in response to the 
strategies adopted. In a democratic society, the public’s opinion must be taken 
into account. It must be taken into account regarding the resources being spent 
(which could also be used for other things), the casualties in the war, and about the 
strategy itself. These internal elements have been missing in Kenya. 

The core issues informing this contemporary reality is that the strategies of both 
Kenya and of Al Shabaab have kept changing and transforming themselves. Shifting 
strategies are a reality of protracted wars and conflicts. However the problem 
arises when responses to the shifting strategies are slow in coming.  

These strategic shifts also concern the responses that are devised from time to time. 
In particular the shift towards counter-insurgency has caused strategic schisms in 
the responses that Kenya has continued to offer. There is a counter-terrorism pol-
icy that must address the enemy i.e. the Al Shabaab; and about this there few if 
any disputes. But that strategy must be balanced by a counter-insurgency policy. 
The theatre for counter-insurgency exists in both Kenya and Somalia. It must be 
addressed to Kenyan youth – and others – and to the Somalia populations in the 
theatre in Somalia. This is a delicate balance, which must however be kept if there 
is to be a final reckoning of the terror problem in Kenya.
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Understanding the nuanced power dynamics that contribute to sustainable peace, 
justice and subsequent developmental growth is vital when addressing strategies 
that could potentially contribute to their effectiveness. The navigation of effective 
outcomes remains entrenched in tenets of justice. Given the prominence of the 
youth demographic and its expected growth to provide a profitable human capital 
potential on the African continent; rethinking tangible interventions to current 
developmental trajectories is crucial. Youth unemployment, decreased governance 
index outcomes in quality of infrastructure and human capacity development in-
dicators are but some of the challenges many African countries face today. Unad-
dressed, grievances hold spill over effects that cause subsequent disruptions to 
peace, human security and arise from a strain in limited rents and social protections 
whilst perpetuating a system of underdevelopment. The case study of the milita-
rised, clientelist state of Zimbabwe is to be expanded on where socio-economic 
stability remains an urgent need.

Extensive studies into anti-development outcomes of pervasive patron-client re-
lations exist however too little research has been done to navigate prospects for 
justice interventions at the intersection of the political settlements approach. This 
is necessary in rethinking prospects for distributive justice in its quest for equitable 
development across the African continent and in the case study highlighted. As 
such, the current rise in national development planning remains a crucial entry 
point to leveraging widespread change through strengthening existing institutions. 
As such, nuanced, targeted policies that target bottlenecks in the system are 
needed for effective outcomes. This paper notes that matrixed predictions for 
sustainable peace, security and justice are essential to providing future sustaina-
ble economic opportunities for a growing, vital youth demographic. It argues that 
multidimensional lenses from transitional justice literature and political settle-
ments literature are necessary for identifying innovative approaches to sustainable 
growth in Zimbabwe. 

Key Words: sustainable economic opportunity; youth; patronage; justice; devel-
opment; militarisation

Sustainability, as a concept, is inherently futuristic in its outlook. As such, the 
preconditions for sustainable development and economic opportunities on the 
African continent cannot be separated from the need to locate the future of the 
ever-growing youth demographic which will constitute ‘over a quarter of the 
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world’s labour force’ by 2050. Equally, the longevity of Africa’s growth trajectory 
will be determined by the same demographic which is expected to contribute 30 
million people annually into the African labour market by 2030. Sara Turner, Jakkie 
Cilliers and Barry Hughes however warn that without a shift in political cultures 
from African governments, ‘the majority will fail’ to achieve developmental goals 
set such as the projected ‘3% [decline in the] extreme poverty goal by 2030’. This 
failure translates to a pervasive lack of access to the fulfilment of human capacity 
development targets such as education and healthcare for the youth demographic 
in Africa in 2020 and in the coming decade. Consequently, a stagnation in the youth 
demographic’s fair access to socio-economic protections, as entrenched in socie-
ty’s wider access to justice in all its forms, remains. If the status quo is maintained, 
the youth will remain expungable yet economically dependent. 

Other sustainable goals set may not come to fruition if the political cultures of rul-
ing elites in their capacity to affect sustainable economic opportunities continue. 
Here, social and other insecurities aggravated by civic, political and socio-eco-
nomic grievances remain likely. Likewise, failed active attempts at implementing 
policies that support the access and sustainability of both the ideals of the global 
UN 2030 SDGs and the AU Agenda 2063 remain detrimental. The domestication of 
‘new practices in a complex political process that can bring in new actors, new 
ideas, and new action for sustainability’ however remains difficult within a closed 
elite system where power, and the limited access to it as a form of control, is vital. 
Championing sustainable peace, security and justice towards developmental causes 
must therefore be politicised.

Though both the global UN 2030 SDGs and AU Agenda 2063 have been lauded for 
their nuanced approaches as compared to the policies that preceded them; further 
analysis is needed to understand their transformative potential within the govern-
ments that seek implementation. Theoretically, the potential for viable reform 
remains however one must remain cognisant of the fact that practically, there 
are over one hundred targets and indicators for both the global UN 2030 SDGs and 
AU Agenda 2063 which are dependent on political will for their implementation. 
Not only is it important to ‘unpack the practices of global governance that can 
contribute to a transformation toward sustainability’ along with the motivations 
behind the decisions ; it is important to assess the state of political will on the 
ground to ascertain tangible projections for change. As such, young people’s access 
to justice, peace and subsequent developmental opportunities remains pivotal to 
realising their full contributing potential to the advancements of African states. 

The Zimbabwean case 

Zimbabwe remains an apt case study when seeking to understand the practical 
realities of the aforementioned. Currently, ‘half of the population is under the 
age of 19, while 45% of the population is under the age of 15’ . With the existing 
ratio of working-age people to dependents set to increase to 19 to 10 by 2040; 
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Zimbabwe possesses the potential for economic growth through the productive use 
of the youth demographic. Strategic planning that places this demographic at the 
centre of policy making remains vital to the future of this country’s prosperity. 
Hopes for such rely solely not only on ‘a favourable age structure’ but on access to 
social cohesion, economic security and human capacity development which must 
be prioritised by institutions of the state.

As seen in the Smith, Mugabe and Mnangagwa regimes, restrictions to delivering 
justice and subsequent sustainable development in Zimbabwe lie in the militarisa-
tion of the patronage-based economy . Following the liberation struggle, tributes 
and prebends were awarded to war veterans and incoming government officials 
who fought in the struggle. This display of patronage placed selective acknowl-
edgement of liberation struggle victimhood which further made access to the 
patron-client network exclusionary. The means of access and accumulation shaped 
the political culture of the state and further propelled securocrats, as patrons, to 
power. Though beneficial to power dynamics and elite institutional control, this 
political culture remained detrimental to Zimbabwe’s developmental growth and 
subsequent prospects for distributive justice. This is seen where the pay out of 
Z$1.8billion meant to pacify disgruntled war veterans Zimbabwean economy on 
the 14 November 1997 – otherwise known as ‘Black Friday’ – remains pivotal the 
beginning of the country’s current economic crisis whilst victims from the 1982-7 
Gukurahundi Massacres and state-sponsored violence that followed to date remain 
without justice and compensation.

As Knox Chitiyo and Martin Rupiya (2005: 359) note, governance in Zimbabwe be-
came ‘militarised, and military coercion became the currency of politics’. Another 
example of power and access to accumulation by securocrats can be seen through 
the Zimbabwe Defence Forces’ business and diamond trade involvement as a legacy 
from the First Congo War. Accumulation by this group, and the business commu-
nities that supported it, continued long afterwards through the Harare-Kinshasa 
diamond axis. Contributions to this war “bled national resources” where support 
campaigns in the DRC cost Zimbabwe US$ 1 million per day from 1998-9. Such 
interventions entrenched the domination of securocrats through capital and mo-
tivated their influence in political affairs to safeguard their interests. Moreover, 
cyclical legacies continue in the mining of diamonds in the Marange district. Here, 
securocrats hold exclusive mining rights and fund patron-client relations with min-
ing revenues. perpetuate the political culture of elite accumulation, control and 
patronage. In July 2011, the Ministry of Mines and Mining Development paid civil 
servants – 40% of whom were ZANU-PF youth militia as of 2008 – a US$ 40 million 
wage increase from 90% of mining revenues which had not been accounted for as of 
November 2011. This is despite civil servant salaries already constituting 63% of the 
Zimbabwean government’s annual budget at the time. 

Systemic looting and mismanagement of institutions caused by patronage and in-
creased military interference in civilian affairs has normalised injustice and fragile 
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social protections as a characteristic of the Zimbabwean state. Jocelyn Alexander 
notes the aforesaid ‘lucrative networks of accumulation and patronage’ also re-
flected in postings of elite loyalists to parastatals to concretise partisan the state 
as a form of militarisation. The author further highlights military interference in 
electoral politics and the military operation style of governance as other tenets of 
militarisation. These actions and political cultures legitimise subversion to facil-
itate extractive institutions and limits access to state rents and resources which 
would otherwise foster sustainable economic opportunities through development 
for citizens. This endemic culture remains as a form of elite preservation.

Historically, Zimbabweans have suffered through the legacies of militarised neo-
patrimonialism which normalise endemic corruption within the state through intri-
cate patron-client networks and their loyalties to elites. Support in such systems 
is politicised through the control of civic institutions for the purposes of capturing 
public resources for elite accumulation. This personalisation of power has been, 
and remains, detrimental to an inclusive developmental agenda that seeks to facil-
itate the distribution of public resources and rents to civilians. Where institutions 
have been compromised, patron-client relations dictate the access to, and direc-
tion of, the state. The centralisation of power and accumulation further dictates 
how funds for developmental initiatives must be allocated and how institutions 
must be capacitated to suit the agendas of bargaining elites. Deliberate within this 
strategy, ruling elites in Zimbabwe continue to navigate policies for political and 
socio-economic control rather than actively pursue sustainable peace, justice and 
subsequent developmental growth for the citizens they govern.

Securocrats do not mandate themselves with creating strong institutions within a 
state bureaucratic framework that holds them accountable. This is witnessed in the 
violent operationalisation of counter narratives to bureaucratic institutions that re-
main neutral. Military operations remain dictated by elite securocrats and are free 
from reproach under the eroded rule of law. To reflect the selective application of 
the rule of law, Zimbabwe’s securocrats have further ensured the success of their 
military operations such as Operation Tsuro in 2000; Operation Murambatsvina and 
Operation Murambavanhu in 2005; Operation Chikorozha Chapera in 2008; as well 
as Operation Restore Legacy in 2017; the internet shut down of 2019 – amongst 
others – by controlling appointments within the judiciary and granting clemencies 
to those that commit human rights violations upon instruction from securocrats 
therefore maintaining a fragile peace. These legacies have cyclically reproduced 
securitisation, clientelism and violent accumulation which have, and continue to, 
conceal prospects for sustainable economic opportunities for the youth demograph-
ic.

Peace and security efforts are to be merged with a progressive youth agenda if Zim-
babwe is to realise progression. As such, political cultures need to be incentivised to 
navigate anti-development strategies of bargaining elite interests to breed security 
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sector reform (SSR) and subsequent developmental will. In this, the formalisation 
of the informal space – which many youth and young adults of working age occupy 
in Zimbabwe – is necessary to the progression of both the global UN 2030 SDGs and 
AU Agenda 2063 goals.  According to the IMF, 67% of Zimbabwe’s GDP was to be 
attributed to the informal sector in 2015 whilst total contribution between 1991 
and 2015 stood at 61% . The potential for growth and larger access to resources can 
be used as capital to incentivise civil reforms and the demilitarisation of the state 
as institutions that support violence inhibit sustainable development and human 
security by undoing developmental programs. 

Nuancing Sustainable Development

Inherited from Rhodesia, in the post-1980 period, Zimbabwe had ‘centralised state 
bureaucracies, which were notable for their capacity for repression alongside their 
developmental ambition’. As seen with the state of the economy in 2020, this form 
of development was in no way sustainable. The need to push for transitional justice 
initiatives such as SSR to combat militarisation, renegotiate personalised power and 
developmental aspirations is therefore essential. Transitional justice initiatives can 
however not deliver on this mandate alone. There remains a disjuncture between 
SSR, as a tenet of transitional justice, to incite change through ‘institutional and 
individual reputation, esteem, and legitimacy’. This as transitional justice ‘often 
comes to represent a trade-off of sorts between justice or development, rather 
than promoting development with justice’.To achieve the developmental outcome 
of SSR, there is a need to further nuance the approach to sustainability. As Mushtaq 
Khan notes, ‘[p]olitical settlements can break down [when] the institutions nec-
essary for system reproduction collapse’. Factional politics within the ruling elite 
coupled by diminishing state resources to fund elite clientelist efforts to create an 
opportune moment to discuss the integration of an institutionalised and innovative 
reformative agenda in 2020. 

Understanding developmental potential of institutional reform requires multidi-
mensional engagement away from the traditional application of the liberal peace 
project. From a social justice and political economy lens, Rama Mani calls for 
lobbying to be done by both civil society and development practitioners to en-
sure international financial institutions do not honour agreements if bids to stop 
exploitation and social justice resolutions lack domestic political will. Essentially, 
the mandate of transitional justice and subsequent SSR needs ‘to be stretched to 
cover issues of development, social justice, war economies and corruption’. How-
ever, provisions within the transitional justice concept void of political economy 
analyses do not allow for the practicalities of such to be effected and international 
financial institutions – especially those backed by interested states such as China 
– will continue to lend money to states such as Zimbabwe as long as lender inter-
ests are maintained. Clarity on developmental strategies for Zimbabwe lie either 
in maintaining the status quo or for intensified efforts to foster inclusive growth 
which involves the reinvigoration of the social contract and a depersonalisation of 
the institutional order. On one hand, the current modus operandi specialising in 
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patronage, weak institutions, systemic violence and state capture by securocrats 
can continue. This will allow Zimbabwe to spiral in the manner that it has for 
over three decades and remains detrimental for sustainable developmental and 
economic opportunities for a growing youth demographic and an ever-fragile state. 

On the other hand, targeted efforts at penetrating areas for potential growth to 
foster social cohesion and decentralisation of power lies in renegotiating avenues 
for development, wealth creation and its distribution with elites. To build on de-
velopmental aspirations from transitional justice, more clarity can be seen from 
incorporating a political settlements approach whose typology underscores power 
configurations, institutions and social foundations within a society. Through a polit-
ical settlements lens, Mushtaq Khan notes both horizontal and vertical distributions 
of power which are necessary starting points to understanding elite patron-client 
networks that drive clientelism and anti-development in Zimbabwe. Horizontal 
distributions of power exist within elite networks and vertical distributions of 
power are meant to include wider society by allowing access to resources to neu-
tral citizens outside partisan beneficiary spaces. In Zimbabwe though, horizontal 
methods of wealth distribution have been granted vertically to solidify elite control 
through an intricate patron-client system which affects the integrity of institutions. 
As such, transformation through revival of the business environment will not ensure 
institutional transformation as seen in the relapse into cyclical aftermath of the 
‘dollarisation’ and the Government of National Unity of 2009-13. The exclusionary 
nature this configuration of power and rent distribution creates economic insecu-
rity where incentives for investment, innovation, and pursuance of justice lessen. 

Political cultures which fund the ‘politics of continuity’ must then be ruptured. 
Political cultures are defined as ‘distinctive norms and beliefs [which] prevail in dif-
ferent settings, such as the military, the [state] bureaucracy’ and the civic space. 
They represent socialised patterns of beliefs about the legitimacy of democratic 
attributes – especially in relation to the consolidation of democracies – and inform 
how they are reinforced within societies. Political cultures which enable extractive 
institutions thwart prospects for inclusive development, civic securities and equi-
table justice. Such institutions remain contradictory to the development project by 
deterring incentives for innovation and investment by supporting a culture of pa-
tronage which erodes the rule of law, isolates rent accumulation and subsequently 
creates insecurity in property rights. Accountability is then an essential component 
of a nation’s political culture when surveying prospects for social protections. 

Workable solutions towards sustainable peace, security and development will only 
be achieved once illiberal political attitudes to liberal justice and development 
policies are leveraged to concede to reforms. Transitional periods towards develop-
ment are equally crucial to a universal human rights standard. As such, multidimen-
sional approaches to transitional justice links social protections, ‘development and 
peacebuilding to a liberal state building project that [see] liberal democracy as its 
endpoint’ must be championed if the global 2030 SDGs and Agenda 2063 goals are 
to be achieved. Transitional justice, as is with the conceptualisation of sustainable 
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development goals, makes assumptions of receptive political spaces thus placing a 
heavy burden on the expectation of their mandates. This has subsequently allowed 
the foundational practices of the concept to be unable to affect its desired out-
come. 

Likewise, the concept of power is one that is deeply rooted in understanding progress 
on the continent. Transitional justice must be a means to renegotiating asymmetric 
power relations which are dictated by the nature of political settlements. Even 
within the peacebuilding mandate, transitional justice must address ‘the legacy 
of economic war crimes and corruption alongside its standard litany of atrocities 
and rights violations’. This is necessary for advancing prospects sustainable devel-
opment by building stronger institutions and political cultures that support future 
opportunities. The political settlements lens of analysis is necessary in formulating 
counter narratives to current anti-developmental interventions in Zimbabwe. As 
such, there is a need to review elite bargaining strategies and protections which 
advocate for subjective and extractive institutions in the Southern African country 
in order to thwart them.

Multi-dimensional approaches that highlight opportunities for sustainable peace, 
security and justice lie in the understanding of elites, institutions and power dy-
namics. If not, threats to peace and social protections will remain. The case of 
Zimbabwe as a state engulfed in endemic clientelism, securitisation and dwindling 
economic opportunities is testament to this. As such, market forces can only work 
to champion growth when socialised power politics allow. Anti-developmental 
strategies in Zimbabwe have succeeded because asserted efforts at nuancing 
sustainable development have fallen short of navigating militarised power politics 
within the country. As such, there have been various missed opportunities that 
could have championed transitional justice efforts to translate to socio-economic 
stability and subsequent sustainable economic growth in the country therefore 
prioritising the future. Having identified that the road to sustainable development 
is politicised, transitional periods need to be rupturally transformative in their de-
livery of justice and sustainable peace. The politicisation of ‘liberal peace and top 
down, state-based approaches’ must be explored if the desired future of justice, 
peace, security and subsequent development for all concerned is to be realised.
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